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Interim Subcommittee on 
San Francisco Peninsula Rail commuter Service of the 
Assembly Committee on Transportation 
Burlingame, California 
September 20, 1974 
CHAIRMAN LOUIS J. PAPAN: We are in our second day of 
hearings. We will comJ;Ile~ce,tll,is; morning's hearing with testimony 
from Eric Mohr from Me;~opolitan Transportation ~~kuission and 
Mr. Sid Cantwell from San Mateo County. It is my understanding 
that there will be a slide projection showing. At 10:30 we will 
interrupt Mr. Cantwell's presentation to hear additional testimony 
from the Southern Pacific. That is what we have planned. I'd 
'-' 
"1 ~ like Mr. Cantwell and Mr. Mohr to proceed with their presentatiiDn. 
MR. SID CANTWELL: Thank you, Chairman Pap?n and good 
morning gentlemen. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Mr. Cantwell, if I may interrupt you. 
'<[ 
~ This morning we have with us Assemblyman Arnett and Senator 
Alquist and Assemblyman Bob Wood. Some of the members will be 
,,.. 
.~ joining us much later in the hearing. Mr. Cantwell, please 
continue. 
MR. CANTWELL: Thank you. We are making this presen-
tation today as a form of background information. We will not be 
speaking directly to the Southern Pacific request for a rate 
increase, but as infonretion to your subcommittee at the request 
of your staff. Some of our San Mateo county members have had to 
sit through this presentation once before and they will have to 
bear with us, I guess. 
There have been three major transportation studies 
performed in San Mateo County since 1969. They are: the San 
Francisco Airport Access Project: this was a study of the 
extension of the fixed rail type system - the BART system7 
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the Daly City Station to the airport. To be precise, it actual 
would have continued slightly past the airport to the Millbrae 
Southern Pacific Station. The second study was the San Mateo 
County Transit Development Project which dealt with an extension 
of the fixed rail BART type system, from the S-Stop project left 
off at Millbrae on southernly to the santa Clara - san Mateo 
County line in the vacinity of Menlo Park. Additionally, San 
Mateo County is just completing a local s-study' to fill out their 
transportation picture. One of the recommendations of that bus 
study was that a countywide transit be formed and the Legislature 
has passed that act and there will be an election in November to 
decide whether that recommendation will be carried out. 
The first of the two studies that I mentioned, the 
S-Stop and the San Mateo Transit Study are extensions of a BART 
fixed rail system from the exisiting Daly City terminal to Menlo 
Park. Now, this system must be weighed eventually as an a 
to Southern Pacific commute service. It is also a long-term 
alternate in that it would take from eight to ten years to serve 
the public from the time that we say "go ahead" for constructing 
that system. 
Because of the obvious comparisions that were made 
between the transit study proposal and southern Pacific service -
or upgrading the Southern Pacific service - at the very beginning 
of our transit study, and the fact that the Southern Pacific 
service area involved two additional counties -- Santa Clara 
I 
3 
County and San Francisco -- which were outside of San Mateo 
County's project study area, the Board of Control for the San 
Mateo County study project adopted a resolution asking MTC to 
sponsor a study that would look into the feasibility of upgrading 
the southern Pacific commute service. MTC did agree to undertake 
such a study, which is now nearing completion, and Eric Mohr from 
MTC, who is the study consultant and project director, is next 
on the program to discribe that study. 
But to get on with the two fixed rail or BART type 
extensions in San Mateo County -- incidentally, we are only 
presenting the two alternate candidates for providing transpor-
tation in the main north-south, or San Francisco to San Jose Cor-
ridor, because they are more closely related to any alternative 
to southern Pacific service, and Southern Pacific service is the 
subject matter your subcommittee is most interested in. 
The first recent study in which San Mateo County was 
involved occurred in the Fall of 1969 when the City and county of 
San Francisco invited San Mateo County and BART to join with them 
to study the possible extension of a BART type service from 
the Daly City station, which is the present terminal station 
on the BART line located in San Mateo county, from the Daly City 
Station to the airport. This study was, as I mentioned, (inaudible). 
Under the terms of a joint powers agreement among San Mateo County, 
the City and County of San Francisco, and BART, the study - a 
$557,000 study- was performed. And it was financed by a two-thirds 
federal grant from UMPTA and on-third from the local members of 
that joint powers group (San Mateo County's share, incidentally, 
4 
was about $88,000 and was financed transit study 
that had been raised originally by the old West Bay Rapid 
Transit Authority, I believe, back in around 1965. There were 
still funds left over that had to be used strictly for transit 
purposes and our share was made from the residue of those funds. 
The route for the extension of BART from Daly City 
proceeded from the terminal station south toward an adjacent to 
the Junipero Serra Freeway, along the Southern Pacific Railroad 
service track that in the past years had run from San Francisco 
down, then to san Bruno where it joined the mainline. So the 
line proposed runs from the BART stat along Junipero Serra 
down the Southern Pacific Railroad tra , and on to the median 
at El Camino Real, near the cemetaries the Colma area, which 
is also the right-of-way for the old (inaudible) • 
••••. shopping center in San Bruno and thence underground 
subway (of course some of this line I've already described: 
some subway, some aerial, some (inaudible) grade. But it goes 
under San Bruno, under the Bay and the very center 
the airport terminal parking garage, thence curves back out aga 
underground, under the airport property, 
back up again to rejoin the Southern Paci 
in the vacinity of the Millbrae Station. 
the Bay Shore, and 
mainline 
The cost of this alignment is published in our (inaudible 
Stop report, and inflated to 1980 prices is as follows: The 1 
section from Daly City to Tanforan was $160 million for construction 
costs; the airport section, which was from San Bruno into the 
airport and out into Millbrae again, was $230 million for total 
I 
• 
construction costs of that section of the line $390 million. 
That was S-Stop report. 
Now, reviewing the existing BART legislation and 
viewing transit service to the county as a whole, it became 
apparent that the s-stop study should be extended to the south 
and to the county. And the type of financial example that led 
us to this recommendation goes as follows: (Before we go into 
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this example I wish to emphasize that this is only an example, 
and there are enumerable variations of such a proposal that can 
not be made. In ct, we in San Mateo County are pursuing financial 
effects of several different approaches that could eventually be 
used. But the example of an extension financing possibility, 
which is shown on page 29 of our summary report, is as follows: 
(I'm showing this because the figure of a billion dollars to 
construct- which isn't far off when we are talking about 
construction costs is correct, but the local share of such a 
construction project is considerably different than construction 
costs.) And the two columns on the right hand side of the screen. 
One is an extension to the airport. This means the section of line 
from Daly City to the airport only. The column on the right is 
an extension from Daly City to the airport on down to Menlo Park. 
And what it shows in the first line is San Mateo County's share 
of the total regional system, what the local cost to San Mateo 
County would be to buy in and the calculated share contained in 
the BART legislation comes out to be about 22 percent for San 
Mateo County's share. 
The San Mateo County share of the total system that is 
extension 
comes out to $241 11 
f go all the way to 
regional loca 
two-thirds federal 
San 
was two-thirds federal 
sed to 88 percent, so that 
assuming a 80 percent 
that are in 
You will remember that I 
construction costs to the airport were $ 
130 that you see 
1 one-third share of t $ 
co ts. If you go on the 
$233, if 
a 
I assume t San 
the same 
would 
the 1 It 
of the cons 
The remainder that 
$110 llion, lS 
1 funds in the BART 
- $220 million, which 
BART District of $333 
lding or 
1 
cost, 
at a 
t has now been 
6 
is shown there wou 
, but I am go 
the extens , the 
llion, which is 
we are showing 
is construc-
llion, one-third of 
Da 
1 11 
- some $ 
over 
that 
1 candidate 
two one at 
te 1 
of 
• 
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system outside of San Mateo County. 
But if you take this through Menlo Park the 
change slightly so that the remainder is less of the $90 million 
left in the BART funds after the construction of the San Mateo 
County line. So you can see if we only went to the airport 
under these proposals, it would be pretty much in BART's favor. 
Maybe, you might say, if you went to Menlo Park it might be in 
some way in San Mateo's favor. But just this type of example led 
us to believe that there could be some feeling for coming to an 
agreement. 
I will have to keep in mind that in 1969, at the begin-
ning of this (inaudible) staff study, MTC was not yet in existence 
nor was the Mills-Alquist-Deddeh Transportation Development Act 
passed. In 1970 during this (inaudible) staff study, MTC was 
formed by an act of the Sta~e Legislature. There was no real 
financing vehicle for MTC at that time, it was in effect formed 
and given a hunting license but no stable form of financing. 
In 1971, and because of these examples that we are 
showing here, the Board of Supervisors authorized the county to 
share in the cost of a study which would continue this (inaudible) 
staff study from Millbrae on down to the south county line. San 
Mateo County entered into a joint powers agreement with the 
newly formed MTC to perform that study, and under the terms of 
the agreement a board of control was appointed consisting of 
appointees from MTC and from San Mateo County. MTC had three, 
the cities of San Mateo County had two, the Board of Supervisors 
had two members. The appointees from MTC were one from San 
sco County, one from Santa 
Mateo 
It was shortly a is 
tat ion Development Act, the Mill 
the Legislature and funds r our 
study program - were obtained from 
the Transportation Development Act 
In my estimation, the 1 
initially described in the implementat 
udible) staff report, which has been 
are the important guides San Mateo 
be able to ultimately place the quest 
should be extended into San Mateo 
0 
, and one from San 
t the Transpor-
Act, was passed 
that were prov 
financing 
, Chapter 13, 
, approved UMPTA 
pursue in order to 
BART serv 
our voters. The 
done on the Transit Development Project was necessary to 
define an alignment, which is bas 
taff 
to an est 
in the ( 
ement 
are still 
i extens 
Some of the 
s 
pert 
s that 
1 
are as follows: In order to rea 
some s for all part 
must meet the 
visors, or the Board of Directors of 
it can progress further. 
It would seem that 
Southern Pacific 
of 
agenc 
f 
more re 
s. 
le quest 
to us in s 
must 
agreement. 
Board of 
invo 
1 that 
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San Mateo County would bring to the s , and the s 
of using that money to construct transit faci 
the existing district would be appealing to BART. It would also 
seem that the likelihood of San Mateo County receiving a $700 
million construction program, which was the estimate at t 
for $180 to $200 million, or less, may also have some appeal. If 
this is the case, there exists a very real probability that 
ment by the boards may be reached. This of course is an extreme 
simplication of the problem because there are other financial 
approaches which are being investigated that make even more sense, 
and may be more attractive to BART and san Mateo County. The 
point is, there appears a clear possibility that agreements 
between the boards can be reached. 
After this agreement then, the next job would be 
San Mateo County to attach a firm proposal for financing 
that San Mateo County would be committ self to in this 
ment. In this regard, the San Mateo County Board of 
has told the various committees associa with the s 
items 
sors 
ect 
as well as the county manager and myself, that the property tax 
cannot be used as a method of financing any BART type 
into San Mateo County. 
After the agreements have been reached between the 
boards involved and after a suitable financing proposal has been 
attached to this agreement then it would appear to be order to 
take this package, or the Southern Pacific upgrading proposal, 
which Mr. Mohr will be describing next, to the voters for a 
decision. It appears to me that 1976 would be the very earl t 
s could put to a vote. In 
continue to 
te. 
There are continually 
tters, and I have a list of these, but 
, but I think my t has 
these that I should ment 
much in the hands of MTC 
some basic decision along this 1 
that must be provided 
ect. We are talking about 
Pacific and what 
would be a level of serv 
would consider such 
some extra cars? That 
I 
a 1 
serv 
cost to bui 
serv 
to 
BART 
that the 
s one of the most 
Arnett from 
Senator 
create a San Mateo 
for zat a 
a t moves a 
t 
t compl te 
is one that sti 
se. 
s be 
to to 
this is 
cons 
of 
on a 1 
acceptable to them 
Are we just ta 
If you are 
f 
s 
and also a s 
teo 
s 
wou 
would be a part of a coordina area 
service, and the elections for this 11 be 
November Election. 
I want to thank you for the opportunity to 
presentation. If you have any questions I ll 
to answer them. 
t 
at 
to 
s 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Mr. Cantwell, I was out of the room 
for a period. Have you cited, or have you figures there that 
(inaudible) through the extension part as opposed to 
grading of the Southern Pacific? 
MR. CANTWELL: Excuse me, I d not catch all of that 
question. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: The capability of both systems as 
as passenger ••• 
MR. CANTWELL: Perhaps Mr. Mohr should make his 
presentation because when you are talking about upgrading the 
Southern Pacif that is a question, and Mr. Mohr in his 
has three levels of service that you are talking about. And it 
depends on what level of service as to how much the southern 
Pacific upgrading would cost and that would have a direct 
on what you are comparing it against. We know that the BART 
is going to cost, but it depends upon which alternate you ck 
that you call the Southern Pacific upgrading before you know what 
you are comparing it against. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: How do both systems compare in the t 
frame aspect, if we thought in terms of BART and the extension 
BART, say, in Menlo Park as opposed to upgrading Southern Pa 
service. Has any comparison been done on 
some idea if and when San Mateo County 
move. How long a period of time are we 
t score so we can 
to a 
MR. CANTWELL: I would consider BART a longer term 
approach in that it would take eight to ten 
and I do not think we could be ready for an 
to start, 
ion for two 
So you are talking about ten to twelve years. Now, Mr. Mohr men-
tions in his report, and I concur, that one real possibility is 
the immediate institution of bus service 
local needs and take the people from the res 
will serve the 
l areas to 
Southern Pacific, which, incidentally, also be the BART 
station, and also some supplementary serv the north/south 
direction. That could be started almost immediately. It would 
be in full effect within two years. Then the possibility of some 
intermediate upgrading of the Southern Paci 
to take care of that commute demand. 
At the same time, looking ahead 
construction - in what I call the 
commute serv 
eventual 
BART 
this is mentioned in the report and seems to one 
that is worth looking into. 
s 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Let me ask . Cantwell. We 
called these hearings because Southern Paci c is a 
t fare se percent increase - fare increase. How 
affect your thinking and the county's th regards to 
1 
the feeder service or planning? Have you had conversations with 
Southern Pacific about their ability to c th se 
patronage? What has been your relat the county's 
1 
relationship, with Southern Paci I understand is 
lot of questions. Could you give us some idea as to how 
conversation has presently transpired or is planned and t 
reaction has been with the idea that as we go into November, 
presumably with the creation of the trans district you ll be 
providing feeder service into the commuter line. 
MR. CANTWELL: Well, let me back up. In the 
with the San Francisco Airport Access and the San Mateo Transit 
studies, we were deeply involved with the Southern Pacific 
the primary alignment would be a joint use the exist 
Southern Pacific right-of-way. In other words, part of 
ject costs would be to move the Southern Pacific lines over to 
the edge of their right-of-way, and many cases that would 
enough right-of-way to actually construct the BART line. There 
are a number of instances where we would have to go out to 
supplement this and buy our own right-of-way, but generally we 
are in the Southern Pa fie right-of-way, up and down the 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Were they receptive to that? 
MR. CANTWELL: They appointed a liaison man and 
very cooperative in the study. We had excellent relat 
Mr. Holmes, who was assistant chief engineer at Southern 
and I have nothing but praise for the cooperation we got. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Let me ask you while we are on that 
avenue, is it your opinion that possibly Southern Pacific is 
receptive or very desirous of possibly more specifically 
out of the commuter service? 
MR. CANTWELL: Yes, we have ters in our 
are 
I wa 
, but 
I was looking for them but did not 
until this morning to look for them to 
are letters that we have that are da 
to three years back, I believe - in 
several 
I I 1 
back -
tense 
of the letter would be fairly stated as s 
Pacific is interested in getting out 
they are very interested in developing 
commuter serv 
serv 
They would not want to get out of the commute serv 
they would not want to be out of the commute serv 
San Mateo County and be forced to haul 
Alto and then on into the city. In 
system running. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Let me a 
same avenue, if it is not profitable as 
present level of fares for Southern Paci 
ting their commute service, this 
sently requesting undoubtedly would 
I 
profit operation of the commuter serv 
, in the event that San Mateo 
the right-of-way would have, I think, 
San Jose to Pa 
I to 
Mr cantwe 
ted as 
to continue to 
that 
the 
paying a greater price for the right-of-way. Do see 
111 percent that they are presently ask 
down the line for a higher price for the 
presently own? 
MR. CANTWELL: No, I do not see 
in response to your question, I real 
as tool 
not g 
that 
s is 
i a 
1, 
t 
s 
deal of thought. What we are ta 
buying their right-of-way, 
not necess 
an easement to 
in their right-of-way. It does occur to me, and this is 
problem with lack of coordination, it does seem to me that it 
would have the effect of possibly getting around the commute 
business a lot faster because I think it would probably cut 
on their dropping commuter service. This has been dropping from 
a peak, it seems to me it was in the late fifties or early s 
that the Southern Pacific customers were actually at the peak. 
One other complicating factor is that some of the routes on 
San Mateo County bus system will be providing express bus service 
on an interim basis from the c ies in San Mateo County direct 
to the BART station. Of course, if you are located in the 
downtown area of San Francisco - we are talking about commuters 
only - that is somewhere away from 3rd or 4th and Townsend, then 
that could have of tional customers , 
rate se and serv you know, with the 111 
available could have feet t service even more 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: So in your opinion, might I go an 
tional customers away, you know, with 111 percent rate 
and the other service available could have the effect of 
that service even more. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: So in your opinion, might I go an 
additional step of stating the reduced patronage might mean 
county would be paying less for that right-of-way because 
are selling a less profitable operation. 
se 
MR. CANTWELL: I do not 
financial 
s' report to us the 
amount of gain or loss 
from their commuter 
to use that right-of-way 
operation. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: You have 
a duel track, probably could serv 
Pacific and any plans for 
BART line. I think that 
do both of those things. 
are coming in with a 
th the fare increase 
Pa fie, realizing of course 
trans str t we 
If we, 
t that commuter 1 
would ter commuter 
becomes a s 
or the commuter serv 
something to sell and 
r~. CANTWELL: That could 
of my field and I wou not 
CHAI~~N PAPAN: Being an eng 
. Mohr able to some 
a 
t 
s 
commuter serv 
concern 
a 
MR. CANTWELL: I am not sure that 
MR. ERIC MOHR: I can 
can. 
Why don t just ask Mr. 
if that is (inaudible). 
IZHAIRMAN PAPAN: I to and he coming on 
10:30. Assemblyman Arnett has a question. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: You men t , Sid, 
upgrading as a possibility. What do we really mean by t? 
Invariably that must be done with Santa C and San 
in a joint deal which the transit act provides the 
But what do we mean by intermediate upgrading? 
MR. CANTWELL: You are talking about when I ment 
the intermediate upgrading of the Southern Paci I 
Mr. Mohr would probably explain that more detail 
presentation. Perhaps that quest could be ••. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: I was when you 
s 
s 
mediate upgrading and then later , "But we never 
want to do it by piecemeal," which s to the geographic 
not doing something between here and Menlo Park and leav 
rest of it go and so forth. 
I think in your joint presentation, please 
Okay? 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Mr. Cantwell, my understanding is 
and I would like for you to remain as long as you poss can 
the event that we have questions that as a result 
testimony that Southern Pacific will be presenting. My under-
standing from my administrative assistant was at 
putting on the Southern Pacific railway people 
we 
the 
getting additional testimony and some of the answers that 
were not answered yesterday. If it would be acceptable to you, 
I respectfully request that you remain and that we postpone 
hearing the balance of your testimony until we are sure that we 
(inaudible) up hear. 
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CHAifu~ PAPAN: Might we have Mr. Lundeen now. I 
you'd like to come up, all of you, it's fine. If you ne tha 
kind of expertise alongside you, we can provide some chairs. 
Would anyone else from the Southern Pacific like to come forward? 
Would you state your name, sir, and your official capa ty 
with the Southern Pacific. 
~m. JOHN V. LUNDEEN: My name is John V. Lundeen, and 
I am the Assistant Manager from the Bureau of Transportation 
Research. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: We have with us this morning As 
man William Lockyer from Oakland as well. 
I believe that, I realize t you have scus 
to some extent a line of questioning that we pursued yest 
Vrr. Lundeen, do you want to make a ef statement or ld we 
proceed with possible specific quest It is my 
that you might be able to answer these for us. 
Vffi. LUNDEEN: I've not prepared any testimony because I 
didn't find out about this assignment until late yesterday a 
noon. I could give a general explanation of the accounting system 
which is used in this commuter operation. 
CHAIR~ PAPAN: Why don't we do that. And do 
a copy of your request to the PUC with you, sir? 
have 
e 
l 
LUNDEEN: I have a 
) and D-1. 
RMAN PAPA...'f\J: We might 
wou g us •. 
t 
of 
to begin, Mr. Lundeen, 
You have a Detail 
t that you are request 
are superintendence as one 
us yes There were en 
29 of specific 
had sterday, and I'll g 
ct Int t 
Smith dated April, 1974, 
s. d 
t 
a st 
ses 
t 
icat of what was 
items l l 
t we 11 
a of s, a 
Pa c" t 
San 1'1ateo 
s t and ture s 
railroad. When we total 
600, 
to rtr. 
LUNDEEN: 
dol r 
s t on July 
s and this 
the railroad ret 
Because the rai 
(b) (a) 
te 
se, the publ c 
t State 
se to o 
s 72 
1 
Ret 
t 
not bear 
s 
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retirement taxes. So we filed for increases in both freight 
rates in California and our conwute rates. 
In order to properly allocate certain superintendence 
expense between freight and passenger, we devised a new me 
We, in effect, greatly increased the amount of superintendence 
charged against commute operations. 
In my exhibit D-1, which is contained in this applica 
before the Public Utilities Commission, on page 4, I show a 
footnote the effect of this change which is due to the public 
law. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Mr. Lundeen, I don't think you have 
these figures. 
MR. LUNDEEN: I'm sure it's in the application, ex-
hibit D-1, that would be the last page of the application. You 
will see the footnote which is marked with an asterisk and 
related back to all of the superintendence accounts including 
those you had asked me about, that we showed the various accounts 
Our account 201 is maintenance and way, superintendence; 301 is 
maintenance equipment, superintendence; 351 is traffic; 371 is 
transportation; 451 is general officers or general office 
CHAIR~ PAPAN: ~tr. Lundeen, if I, without 
of an accounting background, were to come down to Southern 
Pacific, could I find these figures in the accounting system 
that you have presently operating for the Southern Pa 
~m. LUN~EEN: Yes. Well, I would like to complete my 
explanation. You notice the rst column says "Direct." 
charges are the ones which we pick up monthly through our 
accounting system and whereby certain positions are identi 
They or a portion of therr time is charged to commute operat s. 
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Commerce Con~ission. They do not maintain a--like they have a 
completely separate system for intrastate operations. Their 
accounting system is in accordance with the rules of the Inter-
state Commerce Commission which are published in a little book 
which I have here--Uniform System of Accounts for Railroad 
Companies Prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission. And 
this is printed in the federal regulations. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: But your company doesn't proceed to 
maintain an accounting system that would facilitate state scrutiny 
in examining the figures that are submitted to support fare 
increases? 
MR. LUNDEEN: Well, yes we do. We follow the rules 
set forth as to distribution of expenses to certain accounts, 
but we do maintain a separate record keeping for the suburban 
operations. In my preliminary remarks, I offered to give a gen-
eral description of how we keep our accounts, if you would like 
to hear ito 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: We'd like to hear it but I don't want 
to get lost, so if you're going to give testimony you've got to 
understand that sometimes you're not being followed. And any 
interruptions are based on the fact, at least for myself, I'm 
not following it. Am I'm going to ask you from time to time 
because often times we lose the testimony that's being presented 
if the effect is not there. So if you'll bear with us, at least 
with me, I'm going to try and understand all the things that 
you're very knowledgeable in. If you're not coming across then 
I'm going to interrupt you, respectfully, and proceed to ask a 
question until I understand what you're saying. 
MR. LUNDEEN: That's fine. 
CIIAIRJ,IAN PAPAN: Q}: ay. 
MR. LUNDEEN: Let me go back a bri 
our s. Referring to this t we 
back to exhibit D because that's ent led our 
Operations. re s conta 
same results that are contained in our annual report 
Interstate Corrunerce Commission, which is called "R-1." 
the figures may appear somewhat fferent, because 
expenses in the annual report also include certain 
expenses, debits and credits, or uncompensated amounts. 
to this exhibit D, if we look at page 2, it shows 
of way, instructors expense, which is the first 
f expenses. If we pass over line 1 which is superintendence 
at the other expenses: These various items such as 
accounts, the road, the station building, the signals 
s, the communications, and so forth, they are 
on separate work orders. in these 
of 
is incurred between San 
te system of work 
Southern Pacific 
expenses between a 
sco 
It is 
we 
of a road. 
CHAIR'vlAN PAPAN: The ICC s not require is 
so t you could have the s available 
for fare increases? 
~m. LUNDEEN: That's right. 's the only reason. 
CHAIRi•lAN PAPAN: But we could come down to your office 
southern Pacific and find s actual 
no~~al ICC regulation account 
MR. LL~DEEN: Well, they're 
s. 
tely, but 
course they are kept in accordance with the ICC system of 
accounts, but they are kept separately 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Mr. Fields. 
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MR. FIELDS: I'm somewhat confused. We heard testimony 
yesterday from the staff of the PublicUtilities Commission which 
indicated that while the records are kept in compliance--while 
the records are kept utilizing the nomenclature required by the 
ICC, that is, the categories, that there are no PUC regulations 
nor any ICC regulations which you are bound by within those 
things. In other words, when you're applying to the PUC, you 
have latitude to switch from one category to another pretty much 
at will. Is that accurate? Or perhaps I misunderstood. We 
have the gentleman from the PUC here. 
MR. LUNDEEN: I don't know what you mean by category. 
If you mean we can switch from account to account--no, we cannot. 
MR. FIELDS: Again, we asked them yesterday, and as I 
recall the question was in the case of superintendence--700,000 
or 900,000 dollars spent. could we go down to the Southern 
Pacific with the PUC and look at a ledger which shows incrementally, 
month by month, how this total breaks down in detail. The 
testimony we heard yesterday said no, that there was a lack of 
any uniform system of accounting required by the PUC. There's 
a conflict here. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: In view of the conflict and the lack 
of understanding, Mr. Lundeen, we do have a member of the PUC 
staff here who might shed some light on the question so that we 
might be better able to understand that question. With your 
permission, I'd like to call him because we seem to think we 
have a question here that I don't fully understand. Could we 
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ask that Nr. Foley and r.tr. Wilson come up please? In view of 
some concerns expressed by Southern Pacific, I would like at this 
time to ask the member of the Public Utilities Commission staff 
to concentrate on formulating the question that presently concerns 
Mr. Fields and myself so that Mr. Lundeen is able to answer that 
question. 
MR. WILLIAM FOLEY: Bill Foley from the PUC. I'm not 
quite sure I understand your last comment, Mr. Papan, but to 
speak on this generally, I think there is a little miscommunica-
tion between us and what Mr. Fields said. I said yesterday that 
there was not a uniform system of accounts established by the 
Commission, and Mr. Astrue stated that, in effect corrected me, 
that the Commission has followed the ICC system of uniform 
accounts. So I don't know whether ••• 
MR. FIELDS: No, the question was, I believe we did 
say that, he said that they're utilizing the ICC uniform accounting 
system. The ICC is dealing with the entire operation, and inter-
state, and when 'remaking application th the PUC, the PUC 
s not require a uniform system of accounting that separates 
t, clearly separates out, on a separate set of books, the 
expenses incurred by the commuter system on the Peninsula in the 
State of California. That's the point I believe he was making 
yesterday. 
track? 
IvlR. FOLEY: I believe that's correct--right. 
CHAI~~ PAPAN: ~tr. Lundeen, do you agree on that 
~m. LUNDEEN: Yes, all he's saying is that the 
California Commission does not establish its own particular 
rules for separating these expenses, but we do separate them. 
CIIAIRI\1AN PAPAN: I d 1 
In your experience and in 
there any states that 
affecting their respect 
ICC? That is, regulat 
presently exist in order to 
operation of a railroad wi 
states 
t 
MR. LUNDEEN: None 
to a a quest on. 
th re 
ccount 
te concern 
es. 
of .. 
CHAIRf>iAN PAPAN: are no states s 
of regulations? Can you two 
MR. FOLEY: I do not 
find out. I do know that a 
airlines, again, the Ca 
fornia to keep their accounts 
system of accounts. We run 
accounts in dealing with the 
Western, and TWA--that provide 
re 
some 
as Hughes Air West. So to d 
systems of accounts, it is common 
the federal agency system. 
tell me if s 
I can on it 
area, te 
res PSA ca 
CAB 
form system of 
er 
ce as well 
of te 
state agency to adopt 
CHAIR.l\jAN PAPAN: Hr. Fo I I wou most appreciate 
us a t as to it if possibly you could g 
future examination would on that core. I d 1 
record to show at least the concern of 
we examine the possibility of 
for intra activities of utilit s, 
railroad. 
ASSEI,1BLYMAN ARNETT: t"rr 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Yes. 
more 1. 1 
t your 
ssibly 
procedure 
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ASSEMBLYHAl-J AR.N"E'rT: I'd 1 to an additional 
f que t s, stated, if I 
you correct , that figures, the 
in s that are used 72 figures and 
s one icat as it re 
to was due to the retirement increase which was 
cau by Congress 1 legislation. Is that the only, sole 
factor that is reflected in the f in figures? 
superintendence. Yes, M.R. LUNDEEN: (inaudible) 
t's the only difference. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: Okay. Now item 201 of your Detail 
f which is the first super 
t 191,208. If I correct 
item is now listed 
figure that is listed 
of you, is some-the book, book that you 
the neighborhood of 50 to 60,000 
figure that is listed is 
d have as 2 figure. 
s. 
ASSEMBLYMAN Affi~ETT: t 
, as it, t 
was some 7 
MR. LlJN"DEEN: No, I 1 
taxes Now s 
llars. All right, 
four times what 
ct 
me and told the 
the federal 
s somewhere ••• 
t causes an 
here is not the 
this is basically In to properly allo-
our labor between fre operat and co~uute operations, 
loped this new system so t as on this footnote 
to which I re , in exhibit D-1, the located amount in 201 
labor involved. 
we didn't try to 
s ,892 and 
words, in 
is not taxes. i 
72, t amount 
pick up, we just simply left it ln the ight side because 
really didn't make any di see. In ious 
we weren't trying to get a rate 
provided a rate of return or 
make that much e to of 
to the operation, but when this new 
wanted to have an accurate 
charged to commute and which cou 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: So 
present day, this new procedure 
separating out the commuter serv 
MR. LUNDEEN: For 1973. 
And that is why I put the 
obviously is going to raise a quest 
a 
l law came 
to 
•s new. From 197 
terms 
on se 
And I want to 
clear that in these superintendence accounts I 
direct that would relate or to we had 
t 
we 
72. 
t 
it 
was 
And then the allocated is the new 
result of the public law. It is 
That is all. It's purely an 
overhead expense. 
came as a 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: Two 
stand it, since 1972, the PUC 
testimony correctly yesterday, a 
impact of that federal law. Is 
increase? 
MR. LUNDEEN: Yes, it 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: The 
was to try and offset 
commuter fare increase? 
MR. LUNDEEN: Yes. 
f 
of certain 
questions. As I 
, if I unders 
se based on 
t not so? Have 
that 
s That was a 
the 
an 
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AS ARNETT: Have you backed a contribut 
income s of s fore 
at se s? 
MR. LUNDEEN: No, se s t ct 
1 re s 73. No 
through a hearing with the California ss we 11 have a 
so-called pro forma exhibit which 11 pick up these various 
adjustments that they have given us. just us one week 
or two ago a fuel offset and those figures are not in here either. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: In other words, you anticipate 
this figure of 191,208 in item 201 on superintendence will 
probably drop? 
MR. LUNDEEN: No. No, that figure 
because there was wage raises on it, but 
1 on this, on a pro t, 1 
the hearing, would higher than what is 
mere the histori re t for year 1973. 
ASSEMBLY~~ ARNETT: 
ccount tern t s 7 
aw or law 
MR. LUNDEEN: Yes. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: Is s 
ing 11 
s by the ic Utilit s ss 
Ivffi. LUNDEEN: Yes. 
AS SEMBLYJV'AN ARNETT: t s me 
ques In test yesterday, I ra 
at any rate, and 
up many 
is is 
rate 
own 
lation situa 
be even higher 
revenues as shown on 
as 
re 
st 
to 
s 
date of 
This is 
f 
an 
ret 
t s 
i 
own 
that we 
atmosphere where the applicant comes in th a f 1 
for the moon expecting that it's going to ba 
and we play this game f around, nd hi 
what happens is what the applicant a 
get. We know that his cal , so 
figures and knock them down. Now, are we 
MR. LUNDEEN: Absolutely not. 
t 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: aren't we? 
MR. LUNDEEN: These are amounts whi are 
and are booked for the year, and we certainly do not 
crease the commute expenses at the 
I mean, there would be no purpose. We 
mission and we get freight rate 
important to us than the commute 
to play any games with the ca 
our records. That's the last 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: 
people get in touch with you 
be the wisest move as far as publ 
MR. LUNDEEN: No, no one 
to the Cali 
ses which are r more 
se. And we're not 
ssion th a s 
public re 
you that this 
is concerned? 
ls me how to testi 
ASSEMBLY~~N ARNETT: What about the review 
Com-
not 
so-
called new accounting procedure? Because it becomes rent to 
s. 
me again this is only one member of this ttee which ) 
this testimony yesterday, that what effect happens to 
applicant is that the applicant uses t wants to use 
order to make the case which bene s in a kind of adver 
proceeding. Then, if the Commission 
something different, or adjust a f 
that there are opinions rendered 
ded to come ba 
, by virtue of 
the sion they 
and do 
ct 
t they have to justify at some , so that 
f in effect to a figure is completely on 
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of 
Com-
ssion, not on the applicant in practice--notin the law, but 
in practice. In , the Commiss can is ion, 
ide no reason to just it general 
speaking, opinions are accompanied with the decis So they 
try to establish the reasons why a figure should be changed in 
an applicant's request. Now that means they've to come to 
you and they've got to use some of your data to dig a little 
deeper into your books or your operations or go out and count 
noses and that sort of thing. We heard testimony yesterday that 
there are discrepancies that often occur in the course of testi-
mony of a year's period--particularly in the ing out and 
counting of noses and that sort of thing. 
To what extent are your books available 
examiners? 
by the 
MR. LUNDEEN: Our books are always available to anyone 
shes to 
down and 
ssion a 
at , and 
our 
tors have ust 
se commute results. We are a 
to examine our books. 
s 
ss sta s always 
Interstate Commerce 
aud ing of 
wants to 
ASSEM..'3LYMAN A.Rc1\IETT: You have a rev ew then of 
this accounting (inaud 
available? 
MR. LUNuEEN: Yes. 
ASSEMBLY~ffiN ARNETT: 
MR. LUNDEEN: Yes. 
ASSEMBLYI1AN AJLNETT: 
) commuter ) ? 
the ICC? 
will a report 
MR. LUG~EEN: The ICC, I am not sure when it will come 
out, they--their system is that if 
thing, they would te a tter to 
exception, then we don't hear 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: A 
MR. LUNDEEN: When that 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: At 
a letter, "Thanks for the cup 
But what concerns me is that you are 
any facts in these figures, 11 
in almost every rate application 
mission, there are discrepancies 
ferences that are facts and 
down. Do you anticipate that a 
application, that the Commiss 
figures around a little bit? 
MR. LUNDEEN: Well, 
took 
If 
political reasons or for cost reasons? You see, 
a question. Here's an 
(inaudible) way (inaudible) 
records. The California 
e, our rna expla 
last case, they sa , "Well, 
records, we simply are taking a 
s are kept on 
staff, and I 
u 
te." 
ion to 
don't 
that 
t's a 
our rna 
actual 
1, now 
obviously the actual records are mu ter than a system 
rate and yet that is what Cali sta s 
so now you take (inaudible). 
ASSE~1BLY!-1AN Aru .. irETT: ..Is it your that 
sibly that is the case on cause are understa 
MR. LUNDEEN: No, it is just--it's an (inaud 
case, so they simply , "Well, we are not go to use 
s-
actual records. We are going to use this 
therefore, is what the Commission cou 
sta said this. icant has sa 
we are going to to it di 
But that is not the way, as I say, our 
3 
tern. So, 
Well, now your 
I guess 
, or some II 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: Well, an auditor not do it 
isla-
I will 
that way. It sounds more 1 some 
ture could use and the Public Utilities 
warrant, but I--there may be some substant 
a prorated way. Ye we heard test 
ss 
reason to do it 
t one 
instance apparently it was a request ( rt of it 
was predicated on the number of people who were actual working 
in certain capac positions on rai 
did was they sent a staff man out and 
were some 100 or 200 people that were not 
weren't v ible. You somebody 
actually checked that was 
turned out to a s les 
reason me, the PUC 
MR. 1 I 't 
if we are ta situation. To 
railroad ret case, the 
an terpretat of the law. The Cal 
rate 
to 
sta 
what they 
noses and 
i t 
ication 
is 
1. 
icular 
over 
the 
law did not to a in the base, tax se. In 
other words, whe 
sa And my exhib 
never was 
because we were under 
was the sic reason 
was 900 
did apply 
re 
pressure to 
di 
a 
t 
c se 
on 
was over 
that 
It 
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was--and as far as counting e, s it is very diffi-
cult to go out and count people. I don't 
basic reason. 
that that was the 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: Do 
it is going to best advantage 
the best way they seem to it 
and the consumer somehow may 
the lawyers are made solvent. 
MR. LUNDEEN: We , we are 
federal government on the basis of 
well as change in taxes. So, 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: 
there were less adversary 
CHAIRMAN PAP AN: Thank 
are shared, Mr. Arnett. As we earl 
the law the way 
11 interpret the law 
them in their case 
ten in this process while 
to pay taxes to the 
the base, as 
sis for our tax base. 
sh, Mr. Chairman, 
s world. 
your sentiments. They 
stated for the record, 
there may be a procedure for 
utilities, to be spelled out 
state activi s, public 
Cali 
a situation that would provide us a 
operations intrastate ( 
the PUC .•• Mr. Lockyer? 
ASSEMBLYMAN LOCKYER: Do 
adequate staff to 
this operation? 
some f 
MR. LUNDEEN: Would 
ASSEMBLY~~N LOCKYER: 
MR. LUNDEEN: Oh, I am 
MR. FOLEY: ~..r. 
probably does not have 
load in the sense of 
' I 
ate staf 
st two or 
law so that we have 
tter way of analyzing the 
The position of 
your opinion, 
c se assoc tes during 
t your question? 
answer to PUC. 
Mr. Lockyer. 
the Commission has--
present work 
years due to the 
1 
sent inflat 
increase 
Commission has been 
supplemented with 
I know there are 
state of economy. 
of rate 
countless 
) reque s 
for permanent increases personnel and 
I think (inaudible) a large increase in sta 
CHAIRMAN PAP AN: I ink 
increase in sta during the next 
it won't be reassessed. But what I am 
timing of this particular application? 
tion be rendered? 
MR. FOLEY: Well, I testi 
somewhat as in 
granted (inaudible) and this rt 
(inaudible) quite a whi I would 
are 
s 
s 
been (inaudible) conference ld yet, no 
the sta 
s to review 
st items on whi 
l 
i 
ASSEMBLYJ'.lAN LOCKl'ER: Do 
occur on PUC? 
MR. FOLEY: next 
ASSEI>ffiLYIVJ.AJ::;r LOCKYER: Va 
MR. FOLEY: No, are 
ioners? 
ASSEMBLY~AN LOCKYER: Yes. 
ment, I understand. 
t? 
s 
M~. FOLEY: Yes, the term is six 
has 
next 
to 
is 
a 
36 
a very 
The 
s time 
t is the 
t 
11 not be 
al 
s not 
ssue 
s-
are 
• 
appointed by the Governor and conf 
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the Senate. Their 
terms are staggered by, I be , it is two of terms t 
the end of this year. I think it is two years later, I lieve 
there is an additional one. 
ASSEMBLYMAN LOCKYER: Thank you. 
MR. FOLEY: Two years after that the others. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Mr. Fields would like to ask some 
questions, and I am hoping one of those questions would be to Mr. 
Lundeen and possibly to the PUC. 
MR. FIELDS: What is the cost allocation procedure and 
is that procedure used when making the appeal for a hearing? 
MR. LUNDEEN: Well, are you talking about how do we 
keep our records? 
MR. FIELDS: I started to explain that and then we got 
sidetracked. Cost allocations in the (inaudible) that you pointed 
to. You'd have costs allocated and I think what we want to get 
clear is who is doing the allocating and by what criteria and if 
it is by no criteria then that's what the committee is going 
after. 
MR. LUNDEEN: All right. Let's go back to when I was 
talking about the meaning between constructors expense and I ex-
plained how we kept the record of the actual labor and materials 
between San Francisco and San Jose. Then, obviously, now in 
certain cases we have like yard expenses which our yard did not 
use by freight engines. So we have set up this •.• 
CHAI~~mN PAP&~: Have you consistently reported the 
expenses indicated for thislll% increase in all previous rate 
cases that you have requested? Have you modified this particular 
one in any way? Have you modified that, sir? 
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Ivffi. LUNDEEN: I was ing to get to t ater, but one 
modification is t we s t D- , whi lS 
we adjusted resu t. For 
ance of between structure rges over several 
th a st Cali a ss s 
years, we simply took an arithmetic average of 1 
years. Now--
Ivffi. FIELDS: Excuse me, right 
from five years to six years if it is 
findings? 
Ivffi. LUNDEEN: No, no. 
Ivffi. FIELDS: Or you or your 
rs 
s 
s five 
Do 
in your 
Ivffi. LUNDEEN: No. The We not change 
the time factor. ssion sta 
years. We started this about seven 
accumulated in experience, we have 
time. 
CFAIRMAN PAPAN: nk 
' 
are l t is 
can change the t ently 
• 
sense that it would profitable 
make a stronger a in the re 
wan seven 
So, as we have 
over a period 
Mr Let me ask 
I 
to 
t facto~~ ith each increase request? 
MR. LUNDEEN: No~ on we 
has been in it is structured. As we s s new 
system of keeping track of the (inaud st, we had a two-
year average and a r and Now 
we are doing si r average and next a 
seven-year average. on other we is personal 
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injuries which have been five rs e that's been for 
many rs. We take the last five So that•s the only 
change aside from the superintendence. 
But let me get back to this st Mr. elds 
from this allocation is that (inaudible) if we have actual ex-
penses in a train yard and that's ssenger, there is no 
allocation. But now in the roadbed, obviously, the tracks on the 
main line are used by both freight and passenger trains. So we 
keep a record of the road ton miles of the freight train. In 
other words, the weight of the freight engines and the freight 
cars and the distance that they run and we separate that over 
Redwood Junction because we have--there is heavier freight traf-
fie between San Francisco and Redwood City than there is between 
Redwood City and San Jose. Then we so compute the road ton 
miles of the commute train and the ( ) expense is put 
between the freight and passenger are allocated on the basis of 
actual road ton miles in ce and actual road 
ton miles in passenger service. And is the method which 
has proved by all (inaudible} of Commission staff. It 
has never taken any exception to and that's just one case. 
Now, that's just one example of an (inaudible) allocation. 
~ffi. FIELDS: All right. In case of superintendence, 
we have got--I forgot where my figures are--900,000 from that 
this year. Does that mean, sir, that in the event we terminate 
commuter service from the Pen la t the Southern Pacific 
could reduce superintendence by 900,000 dollars? 
have 
~m. LU~~EEN: I/never made any study of how much 
superintendence would be reduced. We ••• 
~m. FIELDS: How can 1, if you have a clear 
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separation between freight and passenger, then we to be 
able to say that if we eliminate passenger service, we are goi 
to eliminate that much money. Is that ••• 
~m. LUNDEEN: That's not .•. 
MR. FIELDS: ••• not logical'? 
MR. LUNDEEN: No, the (inaudible) what this is, this 
is continuing record of the time and materials spent in running 
the commute service. Now, this is a staying- ss expense. 
You're talking about going-out-of-business expense which is some-
thing completely different. (inaudible) instructors. Suppose 
we stop running commute trains, then you say, well now what 
would be a hypothetical situation that we weren't running com-
mute trains. The first thing we would tear up one of the tracks. 
We have double tracks. We don't need two We would tear 
up one track. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: You would tear up one of tracks 
which would be commuter servicing? 
MR. LUNDEEN: Sure. We only one fre 
trains. Then we start putting new rai s We put 
in relay rails or used ra ls, because we 't to 
the standard of t that we do now. So, see, whole 
thing then, you don't anything actua You 
hypothetically on how much it or 
and that is not the is of s .. *' 
MR. FIELDS: based on t 
conceivable that vJe could eliminate commuter 
Peninsula and still be running a defi t? 
MR. LUNDEEN: Running what as a t? 
MR. FIELDS: We would still be running a 
a 
not 
sa , is it 
ce on the 
. 
' 
t if we 
elim te the passenger service on 
reduce the superintendence by 900,000. 
will still be running a deficit 
be picking s money up. 
MR. LUNDEEN: If we t 
there wouldn't be a deficit. 
MR. FIELDS: Okay. Now 's 
See, I was confused. Let's say we 
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Peninsula and we ,can't 
I assume then that we 
Pa fie will sti 
commute 
back to that question. 
900,000 in superintendence, 
and you said that in the event we eliminate the commute service, 
then we might not save 900,000 dollars. So, I'm asking the 
question that in the event Southern Pacific eliminate the com-
mute service, is it conceivable that we may still be running that 
deficit into the future? 
I'ffi. LlJNDEEN: I simply don't know. It is the word 
deficit that throws me. You ask me if we eliminate commuter 
service, is it possible that some of this superintendence would 
remain, and, therefore, would be charged to the freight opera-
tion--! would say yes. 
~ffi. FIELDS: Okay. Now, 
presented to the PUC and referred to 
then are these figures as 
the press as the Southern 
Pacific "deficit figures?" That is, you have more cost than you 
have income. Why can't we, based on your figures, make state-
ments such that if we eliminate all these rail services, that 
this is an actual reflection of commute expenses, then if we 
eliminate all commute services, why can't we eliminate all that 
cost. If the Southern Pacific can't save that much money, then 
it is conceivable they are going to run deficits on the commute 
operation years after they have terminated the service. I hope 
the logic is ••• I'm not ••• 
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MR. LUNDEEN: If there is no corrunute service, there is 
no deficit. 
MR. FIELDS: That's right. 
MR. LUNDEEN: Perhaps you don't 
of all rates. I don't care what you're ta 
sis 
bus rates, freight rates, or rail passenger rates--rates are 
based on, what you call, fully distributed or fully allocated 
expenses. 
MR. FIELDS: Right. 
MR. LUNDEEN: They're not based on any concept of 
going out of business. Obviously, if you're going out of business, 
then you don't need any rates. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Yes, but Mr. Lundeen, see basically 
and historically, when they have given the right-of-way, they 
were given the right-of-way not with a (inaudible) stinction 
that your freight operation should be different from your passen-
ger operation, but both would be required when you were given 
that right-of-way. Am I correct in 
MR. LUNDEEN: When we purcha 
CHAI~mN PAPAN: So, somewhere a 1 , we've 
decided we are going to separate se t Because if 
you are willing to face s posture, if t you are 
not going to provide the passenger commuter service San 
Jose to San Francisco, conceivably you'll 
license that you presently have to operate. If 
prepared to give that up and the freight t 
MR. LUNDEEN: We're not propos 
mute operation up. 
CHAIRl'mN PAPAN: Obvious not 
to g 
v a 
t corn-
not. But 
the 
is 
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over the time you have acquired this right-of-way, we have sepa-
rated the operation of this railroad into a commuter operation 
and a Southern Pacific operation. The argument is often times 
presented ••• you don't expect us to lose much. I say they are not 
separable. That part of your right to produce the profit in 
freight operation comes from the same right you have to operate 
that commuter service. However, because we are reasonable men, 
we don't want to see an operation not be profitable. But we also 
do not want to see a time that an industry or company gouges the 
public. That is why we are here today. Now, and here's speaking 
often times, as you write off these expenses that make the pas-
senger service look bad and non-profitable, you're making a clear 
distinction--you're using this distinction and the figures to 
make the operation look bad, so you can get a rate increase. 
While your other operation is surely very profitable. 
ASSE~·mLYr~l\.11 LOCKYI:R: Does the 'PPf' 
itability 
consider, an incent 
co:mmuter s 
MR. FOLEY: I can't to 
an opinion ba 
increases. 
to 15 or 20 years 
on the decis 
the Commiss 
ecause the co:mmuter 
a pol 
? 
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re 
s 
i real 
service, there is, in a sense, a to i ate out 
the cost of that service. The Commission has not been 
any-including in the fares-any al 
fit in s the ssion has 
is faced with and 
on the part of the rai 
f and w·hat has 
ustments (inaudible) 
SP cu:mmute fare 
is 
occurring is 
For tance 
to you testerday, SP claim ,.;ras 1 
1 s 
rates to 
s is 
ustments. loss 
the me on 
ha 
fit 
f 
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And, 
is a c 
e that 
and 
not 
t 
ze 
losses. This is, as I noted 
, this is not unusual 
of fferent classes of customers. 
1 rate payer e 
cost sis, those rates 
ic faci 
not 
, are subsidized rates to other 
a 
.MR t·;ILSON: I v1ant to c 
The Comrnission has in the past in d 
segments of a particular operation 
i 
a 
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t!"lat Hr. F'oley s 
cases r8cognized that not a 
to operate at a 
Nm-J, there are ar c arise \'lhich allo~ .. , 
Commission to ma}:e that determination. I ~··ant to make it clear that 
the situation of the Southern Paci~ic, I'~ ~ot aware any recent ss 
decisions where the Co~~ission has Sout~ern Pacific inter-state 
operations--and I'm referring to 
at a profit. And, that has not 
SP cases. This hasn't heen used as one of 
operations--are operat 
consideration in any 
rationals of the the 
Commission to not faulterize a rate return on their rates. 
l'!R. FIELDS: Hr. l\Tilson, aga , I'm not an accountant, I'm 
just thoroughly confused. The cost provided in the applicat 
am I at least in the right --or is particularly accurate 
to say that if these cost estimates are accurate (inaudihle) of what it 
is costing the Southern Pacif to run 
you no longer urn the commuter s 
way, you eliminate it. Am I correct 
between Hr. Lundeen and I. I sure 
commuter service, in the event 
cost (inaudible) the 
there seems to be some 
't tand it. 
ly, I'm not an accountant either, 
r~r. F lds. And, it is certa open to interpretation of \.fhet"'1er 
costs remain or disappear if the commute were eliminated. 
MR. FIELDS: Well the 
question on whether or not they are 
guess this is real for r4r. I'm 
I have, if there is some 
to remain, then why is 
at a copy of a ful 
that ¥t1~~y states a corrunon among commuters 1 "i·Je can no longer 
accept the responsibility for a ~A.8 11 annual loss to subsidize 
t 11e commuter service." That is s stuff 1 and it seems to re 
there is some uncer s of costs. For 
You $15, 0 I 
that you iminate se to 
to reduce the number of property ? 
HR. LUt1DEEN: It would all el 
MR. FIELDS: The Property guards all eliminated? 
HR. LUNDEF1'i: Yes, but that is not 
soning behind my exhibit. Nhat s is 
ing in business. This a cost of v1e are 
time and material, and taxes and so on to run 
I have not made a study of what 
commute business. 
HR. FIELDS: If it is a clear 
separation ... 
MR. LUNDEEN: I've made a c 
separation between them. 
MR. FIELDS: Then you stop 
to 
rm. LUNDEBll: Part s 
be. Have ever 
HR. LUNDF.EN: Have you ever 
cost? 
MR. FIELDS: No, I have never 
HR. LUNDEEN: 1'7ell, you see 1 
have a certain amount co 
the l of s so 
cost 
s 
costs are. For e~amp , the Inters 
1 if 
is not 
time, 
commuter opera-
v7e ,.rent out 
are 
I've 
or 
any 
a 
'1:7hat 
ss 
s 
~as established a tern of cost 1 
cost level and it shmvs 
any Interstate Commerce ss s 
as a basis for establi rates Pates 
distributed expenses, tax, rents 
CHAIRBAN PAPAU: You're 
Hr. Fields who r.:~ight he terms 
are presently charging to commuter 
i1 Form 
as a var 
are a 
l'. f 
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sho\·rs a var 
is never 
cost level 
on the 
as opposed to 
cost, that you 
you would re 
confronted with regardless 
HR. LUNDEE'~'·l: 
the commuter service existed or 
any of it, yes. 
CHAI R..\1AN PAP AU : 
stating, "Ee can no tl:le 
are those ads mis 
rm. LtTtlDEE~1 : It not s 
say that there is this loss is horne 
perhaps the freight 
vle would have this much more 
eti±p equipment •.• 
CHAIRHAN PAPAN 
discontineu the 
to operate the 
senger s 
this saving you might see 
picture more? How 
rm. LmmEEU: Hell, 
obviously we would save a cons 
amou~t is I don't know. 
CF.AIP.11AN PAP AN: Pe knm\r 
some 
have 
frat. There could he 
ads that appeared 
for ~tt.R mill 
previous statement? 
to the extent you ·Nould 
IS , the shareholders or 
If we were breaking even 
to hack into our 
, r1r. , if 
i tahle \vould it 
ss or your profit 
ions, 
exact 
s 
us 
HR. LtJNDEJ:l!: OJ~ay. 9::> \AJha tever a 
rates, 
t 
on cash. 
rate 
, because we are a 
s is a cash 
a s a cash 
the ability. 
charter. 
a 
CHAIR1'1l'.'t-J PAP AN: Let me a 
tax 
that tax 
{ } as a 
1'-1R LmJDEEN: 
not 
a tax 
CHAIR,?\1AN PAPAN 
1'1R 
CHAIR11AN PAPAN 
HR. LUNDEEn 
so 
I I 
v:e 
tax says 
I 
CHIHR!'1AN PAPl\N: S as 
, can't \ve 
to 
30 or 35 tax 
taxe 
f 
,.,e ss is 
off this loss our 1 
MR. LUNDEFN: I wou 
all es 
feet on taxes. 
CHAIID,ffir; Let 
MR. LUNDEEN: NO'ItJ, 
California Commission 
they wish, but 
public uti 
CHAIID1AN 
is not 
PAPAN: I'll 
me 
s 
can vle go to next How 
indicated to PUC' are 
Federal income taxes? 
MR. LUNDEErT: I 
accountant to answer 
CHAIID'!AN Pli.PAN: 
~m. LUNDEEJ'l: I 
CHAIRHAN PAPAN: You 
same nm~T? 
rm. LUNDEEH: No 
CHAIRr'!AN PAPAN: No 
a 30 
pre i 
HR. LUNDEE1':: 
CHAIRr,'!AN PAPAN: So 
r'm. LUJ\fnBEN: It \·10U 
CHAI Rr·'llUl Pl>~PAN: So 
That's 
not 
an 
) cons 
to 
can see 
MR. LUNDEEN: It's pass 
CHAIRHAN PAPAN: But we c:=:n't 
a 111 percent 
HR. FIELDS: Could I direct to 
196t1 ( inaudible) did you get 
And, established around 30 or 35 
HR. FOLEY: I'm not sure Mr. F 
MR. FIELDS: \•!auld you checf: on 
HR. FOLEY: The 
commute service (inaudible} 
adjustment 
to (inaudible} it was an element ( 
was a 50 percent reduct 
rm. FIELDS: Fifty 
HR. LUNDEEN: The 
in 
the (inaudible) to l.q mil to 
on tax 
450 some 
s. 
MR. FIELDS: I'm 
1 
guy on the street 
( 
) . Now, 
you're giving, that we 
to 
th 
) or 
I exp 
can't go 
s. 
's 
to 
\ve were to go to Harket Street 
no discrepancy. In 
lroad said this, and as an 
to be to e i 
pnc \<!as pos 
Is 
to 
me? 
I 
j 
t 
t 
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HR. LUI'JDEE11: ':!'he material and the rooV right here, and they 
go through there; and every figure that is in this is in this booJ~. 
CHAIR~,ffil'J PAPAN: WOULD YOU 111\ke that available too? 
MR. LUNDEEN: Well, yes, I think for a limited perio~ of time. 
CHAIID-1AN PAPAN: Thank you, sure. One other thing, returning 
to the superintendence thing. Some of the members were confused about 
what you were referring to--yes, you listed what was in it--and as the 
(inaudible) you said other expenses for repeat operations or something 
like that, what would that eaual to? Yes, how much is it? 
Mr. Lundeen: ~ell for (inaudible) inform system account. 
T\·10 (inaudible) different thing, this account v'ould include A) pay of 
officers. Pay of officers (inaudible) instructors. B) pay of (inaudi~le 
attendents and they repeat it. (Inaudible) charged to this account. 
C) Officers and other extensions--office extensions--no extent 
of office employees may be charged to this account. Also (inaudible) 
Detective Agency and other investi0ations Mentioned (inaudible) and then 
it lists Atlas maps and hooks, business car services, (inaudirle) 
associations, (inaudible), feedin9, lighting and po~er, p~ridical to 
newspapers, etc, etc, and etc. 
ASSE!1BI..Yr,fAN AP.m:::TT: Can you explain this? In other ~vords there is 
a (inaudible) apparently, for instance, on the rart of the Presi0ent 
would be (inaudible) . 
!'1R. LUNDEEN: No, not in there. Fe v1as asl:ing for anot!>er 
extension. Ne have a three vray ••• 
CHAIPJ'1AN PAPAN: I think that is a goo0. cruestion. 
HR. LUJ''iDEEN: In a d~fferent sense \·Je have a three vray foot het\veen 
labor, you l:now, labor and these other expenses. 
.hRlTI:r:::'T: you 
management sa f 
HR 
ann part a 
(inaudil-'-le aga No'l:r 
expenses. for t~at 
other expenses. s allocated amount 
total a:rrlount a rn:bat 
a 
the 
ludes 
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of' tl:.e 
shm'l here--
.c 
.L 
s 
, <:Teneral office 
for mater 1 
f s, 
o~ my sa 
which I spent a lot more t in commute--mine else's 
in the general f 
ASSEHBLY!1Ar~ ARNF.TT I m You 2, 0 • 
rm. LUNDEI:N Yes, I sa the amount is 
'>lhat ue 're , ~2,850 my tire ~-rhich 
is a lot more if you want to say Presic.1Ant ar..d 
everybody else 
ASSEHBLY!1All 
renember in the 1 some 
me 20 pushups" 
it. If you 
felt you oy 
\1ould Jearn to oy 
looJ:ed at as 
of the top 
cance of a 
you are load too nuch 
l\_SSE!'iBLYI''!An APJJETT: (I 
anot1~er place c 
I saw it. Where's the other 
that ~~,8.sn. 
s is one of 
le) cnurt 
se CPals 
come aJoncr 
'\/!\ether 
if yon 
say, "give 
e:'!.joyed 
"f' h L. __ e 
so you 
he 
1 more 
signifi-
maybe 
s , ~ll0,5f0 is 
1 • are __ l I t'-lought 
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!1r. LUNJl:Cl:' 1 "!: Page 3. 
ASSEHBLY!-lAU ARNBTT: \'1ha t is the c~ifference J;etHer::n the t\•70? 
r-m. LU!'JDE:CH: l•!ell, it is t)-le sane fiqure. If' other Fords, 
in line 5~ we show clerks and attendents in 1ns~n. ~he footJ~ote simply 
explains that. 
ASSE11~BLYI 1111J'1 l'mU-:':'.,: I see you are ref err iN: to tlrP footnotes. 
HR. LUW1EEH: Yes, as a part of that it includPs thP accounting 
clcrJ:' s keeping tracJ: of t:b.e cornnmte recorc':s and part of it is allocated 
that are just simply spread over a great mapy peoole of a different 
character approach. l'le spend a very little tine in commute service, 
:but you add it all up and maybe t~·o or three hur:dred spenCl. ali ttle at a 
time, it comes to about S6],nnn. 
ASSE:r.1BLY!LZ\.N JI_RNETT: The figures vlhich you took for--
(inaudible} to \.rrite that full page ad. Do those figures come from 
,.,hat is knmvn as Exhibit B-1, Page 1? 
HR. LUNDEEN: I understand they did. That's my unilerstanrin9. 
ASSEHBLYilAIJ l\m~rTT: And they rounded the numhers off, J>ecause 
if you take those figures that are on Exhihit B--Book Pesults and 
Suburban Operations for the year 1~73, there would he a discrepancy. 
If you taJ::e the adjustment results of suburhan operations--,·!hat is the 
difference between t~ern--~hat are the results in the suJ>ur~an results? 
I have meant to get around to explainin9 that 
sooner or later. The hook results are the ones we charged contained 
in our annual (inaudible) I11terstate CoJTIJ11erce rommission. ':'11en, t·rho:n 
\·:re go, Fe have been doing it for a nu1'1}"'er of years, vle put in an 
adjusted result, and we naJ:e certain adjust1'1ents which aro~e because 
they vlere discussed for a length by the California Cornmission staff. 
The first thing we do is that we average the maiJ~tenance (inaudihle) 
expense which is like over a six-year period. Because the avPrage ovPr 
a six year period \,ras higher than ,.,]:.at He actually spef't in 1973, then 
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that figure became highPr. The next item is t'be TY1ainb=:nacne and 
equipment. ~:e eliminated depreciation on ( le) (1 iat 
locomotive and cars. So f 
about $<100,0 f 
ur a f 973 
were fev1er personal uries. That amount was than the five 
year average. So, it is e that v!e do 1 three at 
the request of the Cali Commiss you average 
that the average--quite , 
el=tai'\ the (inaudible) for one year and lm·rer next. 
CHAIID'!AN PAP AN: Let me as:Y you a ouest if I may. I'd 
like to see if we thrmv in gear a ta in terms of 
(inaudible) . vJha t of SP :bus ss s coroJllute service? 
HR. LUlTDEEN: A percent. to our (inaudible) 
traffic and our revenue 1°73, there are ~r-:;3 million 
and our suburban revenues are about ~4 ll So, IS located 
revenues are $1.1 11 So that ,.rould make our (inaur.irle) revenues 
ahout 4/10 of one 
Is there a correlating--! assu:rnP t: 
-y;ould be a method corre your the costs of t~ose 
. 
operations of commuter ~.1y point 
in asY-ing is that are f you of 
expenses consistent e) 1 . ? 1on •. 
!t~R. LUNDEEN: revenues not expenses. 
That's a different s are arout one expenses, 
but yet they are consistent. In other , \·Je keep se actual 
records and really is a small segment of our husiness. San 
Francisco to San Jose, and we keep the actual the sma1J 
section, and it comes to one our total terns expenses. 
- _,_ -·-·· ~ 4= .. ~, ,_,,...,,, ;1,....' +- mi nrl aninc to 
page 1 of ~ pages: 
Operations. You 
~m. 
CHAIPJ:J\?'1 
waintenance of 
Southern Pacif 
Instruct 
rna 
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A~justed R0sults of Su~ur~ap 
IteM 
you 
so ue 
$555,57:?.. 
the structures r 
SOMe 
If I were to 
f-Hays, I g0.t the total cost 
could conceivably 
on the structures 
the commuters have 
that the use of a commuter run on the right-of-v,ray 
s f be true to the use the 
right-of·~ay area. What I'm trying to drive 
at is: HovJ much freight traffic is therP over conunuter traffic and is 
that a factor comput ~555,57'2? 
HR. LUUDEF!'1: Nmv, as I , v:e a recor0. of all 
expenses hetween San Francisco and San Jose as to t~e expenses ~~ich 
apply to the joint track cornmutc tra ight trains. vJe 
allocate that pas on the has is of the ton mile~ 
of the freight tra the ton s the commute trains. And it 
is roughly ha half. l·Je have an accurate record of Phatever it is. 
CHAIR1'!Al1 PAPAJ:1: I'm , of course, that you are 
allovling for a use. Is there a greater freight use? 
111R. LUNDEEN: i'7ell, no, 's ahout ha half. Let rne see 
'"hat the exact was. l··iell keeps it by month, but I see th 
I don't seem to have 
55 percent. It's just a li 
freight runs, as I recall, are about 
more than half. 
CHAI PJVT.l'~N P l'<.P A!1: So, half of the expense of Sl,llO,OOO is the 
tm. LUnDEEn: Yes, that's ricrht. 
CHAIR!'U\.1" PAPl\'~'1 : And we have half a million? 
!1R. LU11D:P.El'1: Yes. 
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's just one more auest as 
Publ Util lc:\67 there seven rate s 
has a 
the previous even rate at that 
some ·idea of 
(1} the accounting that \vere llov-1ed each instance; and 
(2) Ttlhether cons is ent formation 
for consideration a rate increase. Has a in this? 
rm. I can't answer the I think that it's 
something that I wou .take some time. 
Surely this could An analysis methodology 
follmved for each rate I'm not sure, Mr. Lundeen could 
give more accurate at least to the 
' last t\-10 of the seven one other, I'm not sure of the 
rate increases were WA \'!Ould call fset es. In other 
words, they or one cost or 
railrOad ti,es. 
CHAIRJI1AN or 1973. 
This is my concern we ·dovm 1 we g ve them a rate increase 
because they cost they t ee--so 'V'e give 
them the rate back, we're as an 
argument for 
I'm nQt clear as to "VTere other seven previous 
rate increases 
how does that what has been asked them? 
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~m. FOLEY: course I thinJ~ it's fair to state that 
undoubtedly all costs are increasing. When a utili , or s case SP, 
comes in for an usual util one 
cost item ses Clramatical 't 
the whole--they don't want to take up the time maybe, involved 
in a whole general rate increase type application. So file for this 
one ~articular cost have been at se, one 'V7as 
provoked by the 1 change last year,'and was one, I guess, 
in the last month or so for fuel changes in the cost of fuel. 
The others, again ~r. Lundeen may he able to correqt me because I'm not 
familiar in detail all seven since 1967, but the may have 
been general where all the costs have been subjected to revie\v and have 
been involved in each of those. 
I 
As to the methodology, whether it is consistent in all five of 
those, let us say, out two offsets, I ~on't know, but it's 
in the record one se appl our fi It can 
be determined, it's just a question of it takes some time to go through 
them and determine Hr. lson may able to he out·on this 
I 
because he has s f counsel on the last couple, I believe. 
CHAIRMAN Pl\.PAN: I'd like to, if 's possible, and we can 
provide any assistance, I'd 1 to have that. 
MR. FOLEY: 1 right. It can be done, just may take us 
a little time. Mr. As true and the people \·lho \vork his section are 
the ones v1ho will have to do the v1ork. Go through and check the 
applicants. 
ASSE!1BLY111\.N ARNETT: V.7ould this not he a ma:tter of somP 
normal procedure? In other words, in the review of the application? 
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CHAIID1AN PAP AN: l<'e have the gr-een hooJr, 1Hr. Arnett, that 
kind of (inaudible} doing much ~Rtter. 
I • 
ASSEMBLY~·'LZ\N ARNETT: I Jrnm,l, hut I mean, I mean--no, no, 
I mean 't some on the 
commissioner ~,..,ho,' s ass to whether or not there some screpancy 
in the manner of sentation from the previous ? 
MR. WILSON: Those are matters that I am aware of that 
are covered, for, tance, on cross-exaw If Mr. Lundeen will 
allow mei it is my understanding, for instance, with respect to the 
fuel offset they r~cently receive~, the figures were granted were the 
.J 
1973 figures for tbe entire operation. The only ffigure on that that was 
changed were those figures dealing specif fuel. Isn't that 
correct, Mr. Lundeen? 
MR. LUNDEEN: In the fuel ••• 
MR. WILSON: In the fuel offset, yes. 
I 
MR. Lyl1DEEN: Changed? I'm not sure I'm llm·1ing you. 
i 
MR. vJILSON: account number s (inaudible) was 
just the fuel exception lroad retirement, I 
believe they accounts dealing 
\tli th the rai tax were changed, 1972 figures 
that were pre to sion. 
ASSEMBLYr·'LZ\N ARNETT: We understand as related to 
those special c s, but as it to a--when I look at a 
public project, I to look at the City of 
Burlingame, one of the things I'm going to do if I'm going to examine 
I 
that budget is I'm qoing to look at the 
- I I 
previous year's budqet. That's 
only one of the things I ao. I do all kinds things, but that's 
one of the places to start. Doesn't the ex.am ro the same thing? 
9 
MR. you at our 
application 5366 t 1 
see that were 
discrepanc s was 
197~ as oppos to 197 , I 't jus f 
presented. 
ASSE~mLYr'!AN ARNF.TT: So is some 
examiner used to ? 
MR. NILSON: Yes, also as 1·1r. 
pointed out today tances, if we gave a tance, 
account :?.nl 1967 to sent, that can 
met!:1odology vlOU not a some dif 
occur. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: I unders can s 
that you would eros or 
applicant to must 
is •• 
CHAiillJf.AN PAP AN: One more lunch 
and we will be at :3 • s I 
1'1R. FIELDS: t 't the 
hearings, is .Mr. Russell, 
former pres Paci , 1964 
I 
Southern Pacif wantsi:~to, out s ir 
equivocal statement , "Well, V>Te 't real we can 
make a profit, but we' a it. I 't a 
response to t:1a t But want to qet out, more or JE>ss ~,.rp'vE> 
I 
established that one of overall ope on you admitted is 
a vpry, very ins if cant 
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!·m. LUNDEEN: (inaudible) 
MR. FIELDS: (inaudible) of one percent. The deficit it 
to me IS at 1 s, 
you 
Nould to say that the real concern of the Southern 
Pacific is more to the point you have I . to another 
I 
question, you made a of off-hand remark that, " 1, if v1e got 
out of the commute take out one out 
there." And I assume you'd see 'that the \vhole , San Jose to 
\/ San Francisco, and -you \vould save a considerable amount of money doing 
J 
I 
that. As I recall 's the direction of your comments. 
Nould it be conceivable for a public agency to draw the 
inference from (inaudible)? I know some of them are disputable, that 
if all of these wfie true, then the real focus of and 
concern of the PUC is not as lied in the run through 
Northern California, rather toward enormous, amount cost 
that could be saved by the tracks ) • Can 
you respond to , or s ust--I 
MR. LUNDEEN: Are we out the 
commute business? 
HR. FIELDS: 
about it 
because we haven't even 1 to I don' t knovr ••• 
MR. FIELDS: Well, a 111 percent .people would 
argue is tantamount to scont I 11 }:-le an issue 
before the Commission. I'm sure. 
£.1R. LUNDEEN: All I can say is that I hope if the 
California Commiss authorized us to eliminate all commuter service, 
that we would save amount of money that I the (inaudible) 
between 
say I v7ould 
question ( 
(inaudible) • 
MR. LUNDEEN 
would be 
with reduc 
grant a rate 
say, "I,ets ( 
HR. LUNDEEN: 
decision to s 
to discontine tra 
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to But I \'JOU 
to save 
) or we save more. But 
much we 
Mr. 
save 
, are 
, seems to 
we loose patronage, ' 
me some tra 
11, I 
tra 
cost 
We 
\'le go and 
to apply 
CHJI.IRMAN PAP AN: You 't 
MR. 
could have on 
train service even 
MR. 
I don ' t l::now 
CHAIRHAN 
afforded us an exce 
more enl 
You've withs 
book" was 
s 
I 
Have you 
't 
are 
He \vere ye 
s. 
s. 
s 
so 
e that's matter and 
We are somewhat 
I'm most 
can II 
As the men in the Puhlic Utiliti~s CoMmission, I might ado 
that I am convinced that possibly that 'V7e need--not because of the 
testimony, but I that we answers, more 
expeditiously if we f of 
within the State government. I want to thank the men the Public 
Utilities Commission because they have contributed, to giving us 
a bit of understanding. I'm hoping that they will remain around 
' 'ii 
shoul~ (inaudible) that are part of our commute, end 
of our testimony, so they're here to answer any questions. If the 
,;, 
people from the r~-ilroad want to remain, I would most appreciate that, 
) 
at. least one of you (inaddible). 
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CHAIRMAN PAPAN: from the City of San Carlos. I 
think he is the ent e sent Counci Jones, 
would you come name, state test and 
limit it to or ten test 
COUNCILMAN ROBERT JONES: Thank you, Mr. 
Yes, my name is Jones I am the vice mayor the of of 
Belmont. I am here on behalf of the City of Belmont. I have, 
Mr. Chairman, of recent resolutions by our Council and 
correspondence to our islative representatives and to Governor 
Reagan regarding this matter of the Southern Pacific and PUC. 
This is being 
Fields, and I have 
at the request of your Ass tant Mr. Don 
copies right here. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: For the record made 
we have written transcr 
COUNCILMAN JONES: 
our 
st 
our c 
, Mr. 
s 
and your Committee and your 
es that 
, I just 
are 
members 
want to, on behalf 
SP commuters thank 
for the opportun of e at local level on an 
issue that we feel to be of or importance at ent t 
I come here as a person that has a con-
servative phi I wou like just as a (inaudib to 
remarks discuss the ec theory that, I I is in 
this matter. myself, be free 
enterprise system. A system in which businesses are able to operate 
with a minimum of governmental interference. The theory of this 
advance by (inaudible) and reenforce in classical economic a number 
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of years ago was based on the premise that there wou be 
and vigorous c to pr for most 
su resources and 't 
have such c 
' 
there a need for regu 
Particular the case of national And, 
you will an of an nat be one of a r 1-
road that runs between A and B. It becomes a 1 
monopoly because cannot justi two or three or four 
railroads between those same points, 
economic theory. That because of these nat 
sited 
s 
the 
ions 
you need ample regu 
In this r I I wou l to 1 to 
lature to cons recent role of Uti 
Leg is-
s 
as a protectorate 
that there a 
abusive use 
to have adequate 
that is the justi 
Commission. 
constituent 
I am 
is 
st 
a different countabil 
I 
will see in 
adequacy present a 
regulations. And I 
have not rece a sat 
1 
le 
case of natural 
of le, 
s 
consumer 
, but I am 
is extreme important 
t stances, and 
Uti lit 
my 
a more le ation with 
tion. 
the Governor a number of times, as you 
regard 
policy r 
I cons 
nat 
not received recent 
answer. I would 
to be an 
monopoly 
my opinion I 
sh that the 
(inaudible) would have a d 
it could at least be closer to 
is becoming c to 
Therefore, as a 
that we revamp the PUC, and I 
With regard to 
Southern Pacific had a publ 
technical committee on the SP's 
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ent countabil structure so that 
just as s 
I would to suggest 
as soon as poss le. 
Paci 1 
that was right before the MTC's 
which I was a member. And, 
that policy at that time, which was (inaudible) stated that number 
one, that it was a public policy of Southern Pacific Company to 
get out of the passenger commuter bus 
policy. 
s. That was their public 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Mr. Jones, that testimony has reached 
our hearings ... haven't produced support for that (inaudible), how-
ever, even though the pos was not one of state specifically 
that there wer des s of getting out of it, we can't help but feel 
that we share your s s statement. 
COUNCILMAN JONES: If I may, Mr. Chairman, as to the 
that was about May or June that time, and Mr. Eric Mohr I be 
this was read. At that time, other words, about four months ago, 
it was a written public pol that the Southern Pacific Company to 
get out of the passenger bus s. It was revamped recently as I saw 
it in the preliminary of the SP upgrade study to say that we 
will stay in the business so long as there is profit. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: (inaudible) and they never ... profits. 
COUNCILMAN JONES: So fore, it goes back to 
their prior testimony a pol of getting out of the transit business. 
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Their second icy, was not to 
sidy. I s for fear that would 
are not 
ic 
to more red 
ed 
tape or regu 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: The have test on that same point. 
COUNCILMAN JONES: reason I have s ground-
work is because 11 
with the state and 1 
ease is my 
1 of the 
is perfect 
Company, 
and the people that I know are commuters lf over the 
15 years. I have been -- I spend a great deal fe on the 
Southern Pac 
clear, at 
patronage to 
strong case 
this move as a move 
policy, and this is 
concerned about 
I 
Pacific is 
present evidence 
just call th 
Southern Pac 
its passenger 
something in the ne 
9,6000 passengers 
same time that 
to 
other commuters, perfectly 
111% ease e 
Southern Paci wou a very 
out of business al So, I see 
or request as an extension of public 
I where as and commuters most 
there is that the Southern 
out of bus ss, and I would 
effect. I cannot document 
as a sonal observat at tent 
that over last ten s or 
has gone down 
, 15 to 
esent 
from, I th 
thou 
I was as 
uti zation of SP 
to 
I will 
years, 
what was 
s a day to 
to see at the 
r now is 
79%. At least 
capacity in 
ten s 
very alarming statement 
capacity means 
so concerned 
ment counts as 
those seats aga 
an for any human 
knees I suppose can easi 
those seats, se 
design, even the new 
comfortable. As a matter 
able when you have 1 
Southern Paci doe 
ting access 
can 
over 20 or 30 
the train. 
unus 
I would 1 
this tightness of 
get very serious 
transit is t 
miss their co~muter run 
called as a lk run 
length, which is su 
commuting at 
there have been t 
they have the 
when 
Paci 
the white collar workers 
8 
number of 
le 
cars off 
because of 
when they 
1 
people 
what is 
to cars 
are 
ar commuters, 
onto run, 
l, down there with 
from tr 
t-
We have I have sonal knov.; 
when a person home because of a 
the e 
o'clock bee se car 
And, I just want to use th as an of what 
and that the Southern Paci has 
equipment from the trans 
tab think re 
that they are to out 
I would j st to 
that you have 
tence in t 
a public re 
responsibil 
asking for our c 
the inconvenience 
in the case of the C 
over $350 
and this is the 
Southern Paci 
yet will 
there is a 
that this 
that is necessary. 
and the 
run 
out 
nat 
ance of 
e can 
F we have to s 
need -- and I know I am runn out of my ten 
bus 
to 
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es --
de 
need 
am assert here 
1 taken 
, and I 
so an icat 
ss. 
very strange 
whose exis-
that has 
are 
It was fact 
I 
crossing, 
the 
are not 
leveage 
a bas 
s. The Southern 
Paci 
and te as 
frank 
and on the rad 
Southern 
I did 
in the San Franci 
ing to the 
enough, the 
which the publ 
transit business, 
new advertis 
a conclus 
transit on the 
or locally elected 
demand and pressure 
peninsula. This 
you have hear 
seem doubly in 
station improvements 
about. But also I am 
ing, we cannot 
Legislature, not to 
which I hope you can--I 
and st or to 
an increase s 
69 
tr 
Now 
s 
1 
on 
I am sure 
p le 
heard 
SP ad-
l to 
sure on PUC 
reduce 11 fare 
s to have 
so 
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there can be an patronage which we feel to be potent 
s of de s and s a matter 
of to extent that 
Pacific to improve service and competitive affairs wou encourage 
more patronage To the extent, to lower the operating de and 
then we think we a le alternative and a less expensive 
alternative to BART. So tha~ in essence are comments that I 
have in regards to this part lar matter. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Mr. Hayden has a question he would like 
to ask the mayor. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HAYDEN: Jones, what wou be 
of the possibi of a tremendous fallout of util ion of 
Southern Pacific cars 
of course you could only 
other than what 
COUNCILMAN JONES: 
commuter myself and 
talking about 8 
s rate increase were to go throughi and 
on the part of 
you might have on 
It would be my 
ible) and Belmont 
opinion, be a 
a number of commuters, that we are 
ASSEMBLYMAN HAYDEN 8 of those that travel om Belmont 
now would not be sed? 
COUNCILMAN JONES: It would be cheaper really to drive and 
park; and it may be somewhat more convenient. And, there are other 
alternatives le are now considering such as taking a little 
minibus system that goes from Ralston to El Camino and to downtown 
Daly City where they catch the BART and go into the train. And, I 
think these kinds of alternatives would be heavily utilized in lue 
of this outragous ease ( le) . 
ASSEMBLYMAN HAYDEN 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN 
COUNCILMAN 
CHAIRMAN 
would like also at 
testimony. 
I am the Chairman of the 
t 
and I am here, Mr. 
submitted to you from Mr. 
of the Santa Clara Trans 
County Board of 
members of this d 
Pacific Railroad 
Pacific Peninsula 
Santa Clara C 
commute service between San 
Supervisors of Santa Clar 
problem during cons 
recognize the need for 
mindful also, however, 
assumed by regu 
ferentiate regu 
unregulated pr 
would register my 
Rail commute fare l 
the following issues are re 
7 
I 
a 
Ybarra. 
sion, 
chairman 
the Santa Clara 
sed 
Papan, 
of 
lraod 
of 
request. We 
solvent. We are 
be properly 
il f-
sector from 
much if you 
San Francisco 
unless and until 
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1. There should be an assurance that increased revenues 
11 be used e 
s 
ovements, , but not limited 
comforts 
2. 
ading study 
evaluate the 
conclus of the la lr e up-
now being pursued by the MTC should be used to 
of 1 fare ses in the 
context of whe or not there should be a general tax support 
for the essent 1 on the San Franc la. It 
is probable that usual fares should not be the ent source of 
operational revenues since a general good also appl 
e of the sula s 
3. be a resolut to the 
issue of whe 
utility should be 
public utility wh 
of a regulated 
le. It is qu poss 
essent lly a monopo shou 
act ies from the s int of 
ofit as long as the overall act 
solvency. 
s 
s of the 
to the very 
basic 
public 
that a regulated 
1 
conduct certain 
than pure 
utility produces 
I ec the tun to at least comment to you in 
wr ing a regret I am unable to on these comments 
more details and informat 
Vic Depalgo(?) Board of 
manner in person. truly yours, 
I 
the Board of 
that this letter 
you very much. 
sors, 5th strict. 
add, Mr. Cha , that the rest of the members of 
isors of Santa Clara have endorsed and feel 
e much epresents the feel also. Thank 
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ASSEMBLYMAN HAYDEN: I guess, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Ybarra 
in one of our foremost c izens in Santa Clara County and has been 
extreme t in the affa s, fa le 
I think, s f ld is representing sor tor Calvo 
who is -- was the Chairman of the Board of Supervisors and is current 
candidate for Cal ornia State Assembly. Jack, I might just ask 
Mayor Jones of Be I~ink you might have a little bit different 
answer. Belmont is in a different location in San Jose. With what 
impact do you think would have on all those workers who live in 
San Jose and in Santa Clara County area generally who commute to 
work in the industr along the Bay? What economic impact do you 
think s rate ease would have, or would there be a tremendous 
drop off where they go back into automobiles or what would be the 
general reaction to that question? 
MR. YBARRA: I suspect, Assemblyman Hayden, that what will 
be the result of this, will be that a lot of people will e to cars. 
It will be more economical for them. Some that have to go to San 
Francisco, I suppose, we will have to bear the burden, but a good 
portion of people that will not have to go all the way to San Francisco 
but up the Peninsula will probably take to their cars and we are trying 
to struggle down there eliminating the use of cars. And this will 
set us back very badly. 
ASSEMBL'r.1V'lAN HAYDEN: It will set back not only the new 
transit distr which we have ... 
MR. YBARRA: That is right. There is no purpose in having 
a good transit system in Santa Clara County to eliminate the use of 
cars and this would be of no help to us. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HAYDEN: good. 
MR. YBARRA: you 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Mr Ybarra, we thank 
to Mr. Calvo and his Board our thanks for mak 
I am going to call at s time Mr. Er Mohr 
be right back 
ASSEMBLYMAN HAYDEN: Why don't go r 
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very much. 
Please extend 
this presentation. 
) . I wi 11 
ahead, Mr. Mohr, 
and I think Mr. will be back in just a moment. 
MR. ERIC MOHR: Thank you, Assemblyman Hayden. I would like 
to give a brief summary of the study on the ing of Peninsula 
rail service that has been conducted by the Metr itan Transporta-
tion Commission over the past two months. Mr. Cantwell in his 
remarks this morning gave you some of the background on study 
that came about as the poss le extens of BART through San Mateo 
County would be ored and as the need became clear to also look 
at alternatives to the extens of BART. So, for the past s 
months or so we have c we have been 
(inaudible) three, to st this any manner we wanted. We 
have had cooperation both from people with this BART extension study, 
in fact Mr. Cantwell is a member of our l sory Committee. 
We have cooperat also Southern Paci Company and Mr. Holmes, 
the Assistant f was an observer our al Advisory 
Committee. 
We have now come up with a draft report of which you have 
received copies and I will summarize this report br fly for you now. 
Basically, what the West Gate Corridor, between San Francisco and 
San Jose, faces with regard to transit is a choice that in very 
simpli 
a total 
Pacif 
terms can be phrased as (inaudible). Toe 
new mass trans facil the double track 
st 
and San Jose. The object 
and be 
of our s was to ana 
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bui 
San ancisco 
e 
the var upgrad alternat s. It was not of our s to 
compare this BART extension That would be the 
next step after out c leted, but that not 
charge. 
al 
of our 
What we f st was to look at our present system and what 
we found was a commute service, such as exists several or 
Amer metr 1 areas, and as has existed for s 
most of those areas. It is corridor wide. It goes all from 
San Jose to San Francisco. It does not have 
to worry about. 
we 
close to a stat 
th that corridor 
through a 1 
on the 
le) . 
la or have 
if you work as close to the San Francisco 
and t s work t s, co 
s 
s reasonably good 
If l ly 
access to 
l as 
th the tra 
Street 
schedules 
then you are 
f these cond 
reasonab good shape for commut to San Francisco. 
s do not all apply, then you may well have problems 
if 
that 
wish to use the tra 
what we call fre 
We found further that this is a system 
compatible, both fre and passenger 
trains use the same facility and the present le is so arranged 
that there is a minimum of conflict. During five hours of the day, 
this is essent 1 
activity takes 
a passenger facility because practically no freight 
e. During the remaining 19 hours it is dominantly 
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a freight activity with a few passenger trains interspersed. It 
is also at the present t 
compatible sense 
a facility that is reasonab h 
the tracks are at the same elevat 
as the streets and highways in the la and there are some 
sixty-five grade crossings. They are not desirable. They mean delay 
to the highway They mean a safety whenever a train 
passes by, but it is a situation that is not a crisis of panic 
stage gradually more and more crossings are being eliminated, but it 
is a very slow process. 
We find further that this present 
particularly in the base period between the 
under utilized, 
and evening peak. 
The trains under present operation are the maximum of nine 
cars if all these nine are hi-level cars that seat around 150 persons 
each, that means you can carry 1,350 persons a single train. 
There is only one tra a day that comes even close, carries around 
1,200 persons per Most trains carry far less and during the base 
period in midday, this more like a streetcar type operation 
and an engine and s le car, maybe two, and these may not be filled 
at all. 
Another major aspect of present operation 
is dificient. It so San Jose where the stat 
that access 
not located 
too conveniently, is so particularly with regard to the airports, 
the San Jose Airport and the Southern Pacific have no relation what-
soever. The same for the much more heavily used San Francisco Air-
port and the railroad. They are very close to each other. There is 
less than a mile distance between the terminal building and the tracks 
ever. 
are 
At one 
1 
a s 
s a 
no 
s to other stat 
77 
what so-
Some 
letters to all pas-
Paci 
Depot. From 
poss le 
s observat 
This 
of sent we move on to 
s and st major a 
that we looked at was access ovements and I would 1 to show 
locations we looked at. The or lem is in you a couple of 
San Francisco and have looked at two s 1 s for 
the Northern San Franc my visual en-
tation because my bulb burned out. (Inaud le 
s. I am You have left only four sl that but 
as I don't want to it takes a too 
hold up the presentat 
liar the 
to the bulb 
e, most of you are probably 
I will be talk about. st 
location that I will be talk about. st locat that we 
looked at was that 
whether the passengers 
and have to tr 
the t 
are now di 
orne other 
that we was 
at and Townshend 
le, not all of them, but about 
7 transfer t another veh le mostly some use the jitneys, 
some use s some even use car pools of a car that is just 
in the City to shuttle back and for some or s people between 
Townshend Street and 
to cut -- because 
Francisco 
use of the collect 
work location. So, 70% transfer right now 
lt to get to the tr end San 
Street. One poss l was that of making 
and d facil s BART. By tying 
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into BART, Daly C , Southern Pacific has a San Bruno Branch, 
presently use fre serv and c for use called 
"BART Extens Paci were routed San Bruno 
Branch to Da c where ends across street from the BART 
terminal and some transfer facility were constructed around a conveyor 
belt, some way of over to BART, then the passengers could 
make use of the BART service into downtown. The other major pos-
sibility that we looked at was an extension of the rail service from 
Third and Townsend into the heart of the City so that instead of hav-
ing to be accomplish by some sort of a transfer would real be a 
short walk for most trave s, because they would be del ed to a 
location close to the trip end. 
The most prom ing location that we have looked at in the 
central business district of San Francisco was the Trans-Bay Terminal, 
which is present under cons ion for a regional 
transportation facil You those plans that 
are being cons ed of ion. 
If Southern Paci Trans S were and 
Townsend for four block,. and then for blocks, and then 
for four blocks tunnel, underneath F st Street, cou terminate 
at the Trans State l below the surface, and from there a majority 
of the tra users would be with a short walk for the trip end; 
while others could make use comtemplating connect to BART Montgomery 
and then make a t~ansfer there. 
We e one of 
in major increases patronage of the tra 
se improvements would result 
service. Something of 
the order of 1 or more. While there is suffic 
the system now to absorb a considerable se 
l 
present tra c 
r s of the present 
and for the long run in 
79 
capacity in 
patronage 
le and the 
event, is 
desirable to th 
in any event, 
expansion. 
in terms of some capacity; and for the long run 
is des le to in terms of some capacity of 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Let us (inaudible) just what you have 
said. That conceivab by the possibility of extending the present 
terminals over to First and Market or First and Mission, and the 
possibility of extend 
would be poss le ( 
for running a line 
le) into the BART stat 
Daly City area 
that we could 
increase patronage, present commuter patronage, some 50%. 
MR. MOHR: Th correct. That is what our report 
estimates. I should make it clear that these are alternatives 
possibilities. We are not proposing to do both -- to go to Daly City 
and to (inaudible). 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Alright. Does your 50% 
one or the other with the system? 
MR. MOHR: Either one. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: E one would 
icated on 
50%? 
MR. MOHR: 
the present facil 
our current estimate. The capacity of 
can be expanded in a number of ways. First, by 
going to an all air conditioned bi-level fleet. Right now the car 
fleet is spl about 50/50 between single level cars wich are 50 years 
old on the average, and the bi-level cars which are about 15 years old 
on the average. If the entire fleet were converted to the higher 
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capacity b level cars then you would increase the capacity of the 
train operat 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: 
you increase the onage? 
half empty now. 
Wou you ease 
(Inaudible) the capac 
c or would 
running 
MR. MOHR: near converstion to newer cars would only 
have a very small e ton patronage. It the combination of the ... 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: (Inaudible) 
MR. MOHR: That is right. Other steps that could be under-
taken would be a change to, what is called push-pull operation. In 
fact, this would be an necissity with the terminal change. Push-pull 
means that the engine space remains in the same position for both 
parts of the round trip, not as the present that the engine must be 
separated from the train, run around the train, turned, and reconnected 
at the other end of the train for it to run ; but the engine would 
remain fixed at one end of the train, and pull the and one part 
of the round trip, push in the other direction. You would push 
(inaudible) the train controlled from (inaud le) the rear 
car. This kind of operation is used in a number of metropolitan areas 
in the United States. 
Another that could be taken could be centralized traffic 
control which, I think, have been mentioned here earlier. A system of 
communications, and switches, and signals that would allow much more 
flexible operation right now. The tracks are strictly one way. 
Centralized traffic control would allow e one way or two ways 
operations of the two tracks at the same time, and would let trains 
past other trains and give you great flexibility. With upgrading, we 
expect that eventually serv 
1 , and we 
s will have to be 
that the comb 
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beyond the 
f s present tra 
that I ment f here would 
to trains once hour dur Our e 
the line is somewhat , but some ls 
are more 2 hours between tra s. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Mr. Mohr, st Granted if we could 
improvise eng the conce le runn of se trains, 
have you done a s ate that this fr of 
activity is eases, that will generate the kind of patron-
age and erest us the commuter service, is there a 
you plan to get that you can give us some as we talk in terms 
of what can be 
talked in terms of 
MR. MOHR 
not a quant 
service is rease. 
e 
think order to 
to upgrade 
I have on 
Ye , 
But, 
When 
and what that 
fact, we have not 
to 
a qual of response to this que 
onage would de ite ease as 
would dur ~- part for the 
s , we have s; and I 
s because you ite s on such est 
on, 
have to th 
and San Franc 
more than th l haul between some pen sula point 
o or between two penn ula po s. You have to think 
of the entire tr 
to begin 
able for h 
already taken up 
by bus, how fr 
is the pen la or 
How does the 
ar? Is the 
to the tra 
lot go to have 
station 
e avail-
or all this available parking space 
the ear 
do 
morning commuters? If he does get there 
buses run a commun 
that matter any other Cali 
How long 
suburban 
area. And so, we are talk 
cause all 
figures. 
se 
s 
report that Mr. Cantwe 
order of 
and they have 
have masses and I 
p a 
studies. Our de ate 
it is a prel feas il 
rather than how exact 
of results can we 
shou 
I hope it has g you the 
82 
about major s and hab Be-
t 
of earl 
I not have 
feas i 
set of detail 
The 
have been or a d ferent 
over a of t 
and a a result you 
1 r out of those 
was not that 
study. The 
be done 
st look, is 
what exact 
, but 
feasible 
what kind 
a answer to 
you need. 
question. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Not many as more le) but we 
are sure upgrad 
MR. MOHR 
in my next po 
someth that 
To some extent the answer to 
ad 
been an upgrad 
, we have been talk 
of a commute s 
st comes 
about here thus 
e. far, has real 
service or ma to take le work 
back home 
morn 
ible) 
to work 
and (inaudible) the even 
be done with the rail facil It cou become 
in the sense that the reverse commut is cons 
two trains that are operated at present 
morning peak wou The tra dur the 
period would run much more fr as often 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: I can tunnel 
might I ask quest r to your pres 
presented what l do us. I l 
But much more can 
ll trans service 
ed more than the 
le) the peak, 
le)peak 
as f een minutes. 
some of this, 
has 
to ask you to 
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cut thr 
of pass 
the 
some of your testimony what you project as the number 
s em would car in the of 
what areas ld be served 
MR. Yes. I l re to 0 se 
Number one, be best to do reverse order. The areas to 
be served. What we are rea on the present 
the assumpt same as now served. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: le) the same now served. Okay. 
MR. MOHR: San Francisco to San Jose. We have looked at 
extensions beyond south of the present San Jose 1, but we 
have not come to f conclus on because the s 
Santa Clara C is and there are other plann 
on the way. It seems premature for us to come up a f 
in 
e 
recom-
s. 
s 
mendation we should go south to, s the 
or rush towards 
formation, 
le) . It seems also, even we 
le) area 
the in-
a where you have to walk before you 
run. If we 00 s at one t may not do 
any of them well. 
Now, as far as the area concerned, I have mentioned the 
ssible rout in C that would be a variat of the present 
route, and mean two Some le the San Francisco -
Daly City area if there are -- I beg your the central South 
San Francisco area if are one or more stat between 
San Bruno and Da c would have services that they d not have 
before. By the same token, those now using South San Francisco, Butler 
Road, Bay shore and other , North of San Bruno would no long have 
train services avai le to them. 
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CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Would you run that by me again? 
MR. MOHR: If the were to to 
BART Daly C -- to connect BART c wou leave 
the present tracks at San Bruno, and the stat 
on the present route would no longer be served. 
up, but I con't have ... 
nor of San Bruno 
I do have a display 
CHAIRMAN PAP AN: Why are 
MR. MOHR: Because there would on 
to serve both 
1 
train. We are not 
City under this pr 
but we are not mak we are not stat 
? 
be one route for the 
Street and Daly 
s could be done, 
this is one of our 
plans because we do not bel th wou be justi present or 
expected patronage. To some extent, this would be a dupl ation that 
reach downtown by two routes. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Yes, 
talking about that 
would. How many 
area? 
are we 
MR. MOHR: are some 500 persons that are now using 
stations in South San Francisco, Butler Road three San Francisco 
stops that would not have tra 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: I th 
we should connect BART as 
service available to them any more. 
where you lost me was if presumably 
the alternat lue of extending the 
first in ( le), you be of San Bruno 
and South city s Colma, and e other areas; but that 
is the option that 11 be open to us without thinking terms of 
extending the Townsend Street station, r ? 
MR. MOHR: is correct. And I see where some confusion 
could of come , because S San Franc and San Bruno both 
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strattle both of these routes we are tFJlk about rJ ( i nrJmHble) . 
The persons who wou 
San Bruno 
lose it are 
them. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN 
MR. MOHR Now, 
s are those in the western of 
outh San Francisco e who 
s to the present where le) 
were two other s to your question--
two other s to question. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Headways. 
MR. MOHR: The headway ing the commute period 
would be essent 1 demand. The on tracks 
are very close now. are he of the 
to four However, were operate at 
at a station, would not have a avai to you 
trains 
to stand 
three 
of 
ls 
or four minutes; but because of sk and ss 
train operat , the le to you wou be at 
s at any g stat The wa as of about 10 2 15 
I have stated earl ervals are -- an hour or more, up 
hours. The that we are cons ing and to two and a 
and are upgrad 
hour apart 
However, if 
dur the off-peak period would be as close as one 
the present two s and more ing periods. 
wanted to tra s more often than one hour 
apart from the present two hours and more often one hour apart 
during off-peak, you would lose that great compatibility. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: are not us the same track. 
M.R. MOHR: are now. 
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CHAIRMAN PAPAN: How about once the system has been 
electronified? 
MR. MOHR: 
type of service, then 
being devoted sole 
Alr , if we were to go to a full-transit 
would have to th in terms of two tracks 
to passenger service. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: (inaudible) 
MR. MOHR: Yes. would have to operate on a separate 
freight track and probably a single track could handle all of Southern 
Pacific's freight traffic, particularly is under CPC. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: I 11 know enough about th in the end 
that I think I won't oy r them anymore. 
~ffi. MOHR: The number of passengers that the system will 
carry -- the number of pass s that the would carry is 
presently in r est form. We have 
upgrading of commute s e, lud e 
Terminal and var other ovements, we 
more than 50 
more than 100 ent. 
Now that is an 
CHAIRMAN PAP AN: R , now, reduc 
to Townsend Street, how 
to that present route that 
that the major 
Da City or Trans-Bay 
to increase 
It could be 
to a time frame in 
would it take 
only used for freight 
the sense of 
running the l 
at the Daly C When could we realize this 50 ent alternative 
which would be fastest and what were the cost factors connected with 
the option? 
MR. MOHR: On frame, we have not made ific estimates 
for existing all the tracks and est ing how long each track would 
take, so what you ll from me is a very rough estimate unitemized. 
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I would est that the Da c a would take on the 
order one to one-half years to construct but would t 
s 
t , and I haven't 
to the Tran l would take 
stra-
summary. 
than that The alternat 
to construct 
again, a per 
So we are talk 
more on the order of two 
of more than a year to be accompli 
three years, and 
istratively. 
about a tota here of closer to four to five years for 
Trans-Bay, of the of three s for Daly Da c 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: What about the pr e on that? 
MR. MOHR: Alr the pr t are the same -- are 
still in a cat of r 11 you numbers 
but would 1 to underscore that 
e so I 
are prel s . In 
fact, by the t our 1 comes out later thi we feel 
we have to exact them because of flat le). The Daly 
City alternat 
report for est 
s we 
t , that is construct 
breaks down tow 
of capacity that I of 
tions, to centra zed tra 
That actual 
million. The ovement to 
million. So we are talk 
incidental on page 45 
been handed. 
we have a we show a e now 
ements and th is st construe-
that of $64 11 
s real One is the expansion 
earl 
' 
the convers to pu ll opera-
control and orne other s. 
here. lS of the order of $53 
to Da Ci are the rem a $11 
about 53 and 11 wh g us 64. This 
of the report of the draft t you have 
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Uh, the Trans-Bay alternative would require the same 
capacity extens expans -- improvements, same $53 million, 
but we est $30 ll order to the e 
Third and Townsend to Trans-Bay. The surface 
less expensive than the tunnel portion, of course. 
blocks from 
ion would be much 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: This information has been made available 
to Southern Pacific, has not? 
MR. MOHR: Oh, yes. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Has there been much input from them into 
this study. I presume that they have ... 
MR. MOHR: They have sat in on our technical advisory 
committee meetings. They have responded to all requests for infor-
mation we have given them, and they have made one public response 
to this report which I hesitate to summarize just a few words, 
but it essentially that a useful liminary steps to 
step toward coming to transportation decisions on the peninsula. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Have your studies had, and I haven't 
examined it, sir, but I presume you are cover upgrading now. 
Will you get into the extension of BART as a factor in this quarter? 
MR. MOHR: That is not part of our study. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: 
with (inaudible)? 
(inaudible) parts that you are concerned 
MR. MOHR: Our study is -- looks strictly at the upgrading 
possibilities for Southern Pacific. Then as we ... 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Has your study gone into whether a govern-
mental agency or a subsid ing of Southern Pacific to do this, has that 
been discussed in your study at all? 
MR. MOHR: 
looking at 45 
and for the major 
izational ement 
with Southern Pacif 
Commission. 
It is discussed br 
is a c on 
ad a 
a two or three 
I and then approval 
l I should the 
f 
by 
89 
If are still 
we 
distr 
iforn 
1 
as 
s; 
st 
Then a contract 
Publ Utilities 
would (inaudible) the requirement of cooperat 
be adopted, 
BART of Daly City. 
11 show on the There is another requ not stated here, but 
final draft naming consent of the four cit that would be traversed by 
the San Bruno -- operation San Bruno San Bruno, 
point here South San Francisco, Colma, and Daly C 
is the two or three county transit distr 
We do not see any that Southern Paci 
the improvements we are suggest here on 
some form of a 
areas, between the pr 
Typically, the pr 
and the pr 
d 
as 
railroad and 
-- the publ 
sts 
But the rna 
would be required. 
going to undertake 
s own. We do foresee 
some other metropolitan 
1 d icts. 
the equipment 
sort of a l 
decision of labor s the d is most c,...,."'"'"'.,.. to perform the 
le) provide some distr actural operation and the publ 
public financ l support and can do some other things that the 
railroad has not done -- that most commute railroads in the 
United States have not done, such as promote, innovate, experiment. 
CHAIR~AN PAPAN: Has your study gone 
fare structuring? 
fre structuring, 
MR. MOHR: No, we have not. That becomes a matter of policy, 
and we have not -- we don't throw a led (inaud le). 
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CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Well, Mr. Mohr, if that, well then that 
concludes your present testimony and I would 1 very much if we 
should move along. 
MR. MOHR: What it essentially does, and I might make one 
concluding remark, that one insight that we gained during this study 
is that the updating of an existing facility offers you flexibility. 
You can do things stepwise. You can match the transportation service 
available to the demand as it develops. None of us know what would 
happen in the peninsula where there is a tremendous increase in 
transportation service available. Upgrading offers some flexibility; 
it offers the possibility to preserve an existing facility. On the 
other hand, it would only provide a sub-regional system that stops 
in San Francisco, and it has organizational complexities that are 
not fully known yet. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Mr. Mohr, we do thank you, and looking 
over briefly your presentation in print, I think that that will 
supplement (inaudible) testimony. If we have further questions, I 
am sure we will be getting hold of you. I apprec your coming 
down sir. 
MR. MOHR: Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Mr. Evans from the Transport Workers Union, 
please, Transportation Union. Go ahead. Wait a minute, Sergeant, 
I think we need -- we need that copy of that preliminary report that 
Mr. Mohr has just given us. I don't want to be without. 
MR. JIM EVANS: Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, 
my name is 
rate 
However, I 
service on 
It 
Evans, I have been 
for the San Franc 
expres 
commute 
c 
that this carr 
to become defic on the pass 
91 
to appear before this 
ommute s 
1 s s 
cars, 
valuable s that were once to travel 
Additional s advertisement was too to omote the 
business or the 1 to travel 1. 
of equipment 
deteriorated and 
and out, as well as the locomot s, have 
has been an ea schedule of t 
of the trains rather than a ed t and the s were not 
run on time. I WOU 1 to state that by c a well-known 
fact that Mr. D. J. Russell, who was the Execut of 
Southern Pac , made statement I was in "Forbe's 
Magazine" in November of 19 -- to the effect that was the aim 
bus ss. He of Southern Paci to out of all passenger 
also stated that ten years of that date, there wou be no 
trans-cont senger trains. Concern all of aforemen-
tioned, it would appear that Southern Paci more sted in 
reducing pass s and would be ll to discont present 
commute s 
aforementioned 
from past formances, all of the 
s of Southern Paci has near been attained. 
As an example, on December the lOth this , the Utilities 
lication by Commission held a hear on ion 57408, an 
Southern Pac to st the clos the str underpass 
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between the two stations at Palo Alto. It was requested that it be 
closed and create a footpath across the main line for the public to 
use to get from one station and/or train to the other, thereby 
creating an inconvenience and far more hazardous and unsafe condition 
for the public and to discourage patronage of these trains. If 
Southern Pacific can successfully discourage the public from using 
these trains by not only that action but outrageous increased fares, 
lack of maintenance of its trains and equipment, minimum advertising, 
reduction of service, we can establish decreased usage and a huge 
deficit in running these commute trains. The Southern Pacific is also 
in the process of moving its depot in San Francisco, which will 
further discourage riders of these trains. The shelter that will be 
provided, if I remember correctly is approximately 144 feet, which 
will only be for one and possibly two cars. The remaining passengers 
who are intraining and detraining will be subjected to inclement 
weather due to inadequate shelter protection. carrier's continu-
ation of these adverse conditions and services will eventually result 
in the minimum patronage of these trains ... 
MR 
adverse 
minimum of pa 
accompl 
Public Utili 
area. S 
to the land 
rail serv to 
been converted 
the San Joaquin Val 
millions, not only 
s 
one of 
believe that 
taken into cons 
pro ts 
in operat commute tra 
clear that we are not 
to 
~ 
, a large port 
st 
ts 
but for 
from 
I would 1 
sed to bus 
tra serv 
s 
t 
s 
93 
a 
s been 
s, 
the 
this 
of land 
for 
has 
of 
and we 
should be 
ss 
to be 
rate of 
return on the tments. However, it ~s our that 
Southern Paci c is mak a return on its commute trains. 
t The true cost of 
therefrom does 
this country --
a fa rate 
and 
return. 
revenues received 
1 railroads in 
accepted 
Internal Revenue by the Interstate Commerce 
Service, the profit 
this method of account 
operating these tra 
motives, cars, 
a system average 
ss 
loss statements and tax structures, and 
not sclose 
cost of rna 
consumpt 
item which is 
true cost of 
roadbeds, loco-
is all based on 
off on cost sheets 
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as so much for t tra not reflect 
the true cost f tra Al I 
do not have access to cost 
revenues, I am sure that will find charged 
off for personnel, 0 cers, and sa s, lth 
and welfare and fringe benefits ba on ton miles 
run by these tra these 0 ls would draw the 
same salary if were scontinued. 
The carrier te $54 a health 
and welfare today. If employee one day a month, 
the carrier must pay 1 premium for lth and 
welfare insurance for the ent month. Therefore if these 
trains are scontinued, this premium would still paid. I 
opinion of 
oppos ion 
would like to stress 
the United t 
I am 
Un 
to 
to the normal adequate rate 
I am not 
se that 
to consider, and I 
to allow me to make s 
to the 
sentation. 
s tee is here 
tee its time 
CHAI~AN PAPAN: Mr. Evans, you are a representative of 
organized labor 
statements of 1964 
of the pas serv 
s 
t 
ld, and you 
thin ten 
bus s. How one 
Mr. D. J. Russell's 
would be out 
le the 
kind of interest that has been generated in the run between 
Washington, D.C. and New York where to wait two and three 
days for a reservat to get on that tra 
MR. EVANS: It is very simple. 
service, on time performance, and a fast speedy serv 
excellent 
They 
provide serv 
you can 
telephone serv 
accomplish f 
on 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN 
tra 
s 
work 
So 
95 
po of 
s 
smen can use 
are 
s statements 
and your 
presently 
tial statements are cr cal t that 
Pac fie s the commuters. 
surely we are not terms of run states 
in four hours. However, I just cannot he but 
Russell set s 
dropping commuter service 
in time may fa 1 to real 
sis 
te structure on 
ssenger 
that 
us and more 
the 
we would have a 
possibly he 
done to as a result use of 
And I would 1 much at is t to a 
that Mr. 
of 
1 and 
a time that 
than 
that has been 
le. 
another question 
that has come to my attent 
the response 
whether they 
or offered 
t 
, and I have 
fie has g 
understanding 
us with regards to 
a or not if it were provided 
Do s -- could 
MR. EVANS: I cannot 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: they are a posture 
MR. EVANS: I cannot 
accept the subs 
American Rai 
run a program 
in effect a 
or not I do know that 
Senator Sma 
Washington and all 
s. are 
reflect on? 
that 
c would 
ation of 
of Florida to 
which was 
lls Congress 
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today to to subs s and 
new cars, new 
that rai s 
system subsidized over 
ment. There was a came out two 
have been 
govern-
that some 
$200 bill 
transportat 
transportat 
that was s 
and it was 
t would 
next three years. And the railroads 
only getting, I of 1 
highways and a s were 
subsidy. So I would assume that they 
I cannot say for sure they 
in effect pushing for 
That is a 
s 9 Sess for 
between ea form of 
over the 
out that they were 
the 
a a subsidy. 
or not, but they are 
at time. 
1 all of CHAIRMAN PAPAN: 
the railroads. If I my concern to Pacific, 
t Southern 
documentation 
do you have any 
Pacific has or is 
to receive a subs 
MR. EVANS 
that have, or the 
in -- for the items t I 
new boxcars, new cars, and this type 
might say we are rai 
1 
te 
s 
enumera 
, of 
it 
than the laws 
introduced 
on, such as 
we -- I 
it. 
CHAIRMAN PAP AN: did testi , Mr. Evans, that 
capital, or { 
there any federal 
) was a serious concern of 
t prov money 
Are 
form of 
97 
loans or the of s re -- g 
them some re necessary 
monies tal t 
MR. EVANS Well, I am sure is all s laws 
on the books loans, some f of an 
emergency, an act of a f 
' 
small ss I and 
various of As far as a law on the book 
today giving a s those emergency loans 
at low t rate I I do not 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Are questions 
from any of 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: s are held by the 
PUC, do you often 
represent 
MR. EVANS: 
ASSEMBLYMAN 
MR. EVANS: 
in support or 
that we be 
s 
that 
testi at se or someone 
you mean for rate ses? 
, we from testi ing ther 
to rate ses the special reason 
are entitled to make a pro t as any 
free enterprise and if we went and opposed a rate increase 
before the 
application 
to, and we go 
then we are 
want us to make 
ss and it was and then they filed an 
a discont of the tra we are opposed 
to oppose the discontinuance of the train, 
They say, "Well, you do not 
you are to our freight -- our 
rate increase, and now you do not want us to take the train off." 
So for that reason, we have never -- we have always had a policy 
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that we not go and object to the appl t for a 
rate increase. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: Interest , and I guess somewhat 
unusal in this whole process. In other words, did testify, 
if I unders you correctly, e in opposi or support 
somebody could, I suppose, raise a flag and say, "No, you are 
here in your own self-interest or in the interest of your members" 
and accuse you, other words, accordingly. But you have chosen 
not to do this as a matter of policy. 
MR. EVANS: Right, we do not oppose the rate increases 
if our members that are using them commute and what not, if 
they want to oppose them on their own, why that is strictly up 
to them; but as the policy of the State Board, we do not oppose 
their freight -- the rate increases. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: That is rather a good example. 
MR. EVANS: Well, we try to set a good example. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: Thank you, Mr. Evans. 
MR. EVANS: Thank you. 
MR. FIELDS: Yes, okay, one question, Mr. Chairman. 
One question to the department: We have heard estimates of how 
what percentage -- what percentage of the alleged deficit 
Southern Pa c can te off against other revenue (inaudible) 
federal taxes. Uh, do have any feelings or have you -- do 
you have any background committee policies kinds of figures 
(inaudible)? 
MR. EVANS: Well no, the -- I'm sure t such as any 
business tax are -- whatever rate -- tax rate they are in, 
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bracket, the loss that al on commutes 
a deduct e 
CHAIRMAN PAP AN: I at s t we one of 
1 I am 
Stevens from Mr 
it is certa to have this 
committee, 
ttee here 
in our local 
about Southern Pa 
Park and also Cha 
Pacific Study 
of San Mateo 
subcommittee act 
date. But I 1 
to ar 
ic. I am 
s, and we 
council -- as well as for 
First, I guess, I would like to just 
comments, and comments of 
our concerns 
ttee 
Council of 
th 
one meet to this 
for Council for my 
ttee of 
a 
1 of Mayors. 
e of extemporaneous 
Jones as well as 
Mr. Evans. I 
comments that 
-- remarks the 
; I will not reiterate some of the 
rna , but certa 1E ve them in 
made. As r as 
think is very 
coordination 
some of 
se 
the S.P. t 
pa 
ss 
rout 
systems that are be established at 
that I 
, one 
at 
its 
established a bus system s and 
s 
present t 
th 
t 
excel 
rwise 
t I 
is 
cal bus 
Our city 
results 
from that at the present time. 
of the day, are 
the ea run so t 
Certa 
We 
100 
, at certain portions 
just recent res 
th the S.P. commute 
run and have that very beneficial. So I think there 
are ways in which we can increase the patronage of S.P. if we 
take into cons t the number of local bus systems that are 
being established along that right-of-way. In conjunction with 
that -- with the bus facilities, I would hope, and of course we 
at the -- on the subcommittee will eventually study both the 
upgrading report that you heard from Mr. Mohr today, as well as 
the county bus system. I would hope that county bus system 
will not parallel the linear right-of-way of S.P. so as to take 
passengers off of the S.P. rather than increase the patronage of 
S.P. I think that the herring bone approa to local bus systems 
along the Peninsula would be much more bene ial to increase in 
the patronage on S.P. than to duplicate that process with the 
bus county bus system. those 
read a brief statement from my council and 
"Speaking for the city of Menlo 
concerned for a considerable period, 
continuing requests of Southern Pa ic 
over with, I will 
the subcommittee. 
, our city has been 
in 1972 about the 
101 
about the continu ts of Southern Pacif for rate increas 
without any ace ance of its social respons lity 0 
improve the 
been true. 
senger serv 
Southern Pacif 
In fact 
's pol 
eventually el e this commute serv 
establishment of several bus systems 
during the past year, or few years, it 
passenger serv of Southern Pacific be 
d 
a ther. th the 
San Mateo 
ive that the 
aded and the fares 
stablized or reduced. If this were done, there 
the number of passengers would substantially 
no doubt that 
e. Local bus 
systems need the cooperation of Southern Pacific in scheduling 
so that the local services can interphase well 
and together provide a convenient, inexpensive serv 
Pacific 
to the public. 
This combined service, and as the local bus serv 
provide an attractive alternat to the automobile. 
Southern Pacif has a moral, social and a res 
vide a safe, convenient and reliable, 
tion for the public. This responsibility is 
and SP should 
l the 
1 y to 
transport a-
the 
by which Southern Pacific Railroad was established. At that time, 
mammoth parcels of publ land were given to Southern Pacific to 
its development. or land, or 
sm 
provide the incent e 
original publ land g away was partly respons for the Southern 
Pacific's showing of a walloping 3 ase in its profits last year. 
Southern Pacific's passenger s a small 
portion of its total corporate operation and Southern Pacific is 
obligated to accept a modest social and ic responsibility. The 
Menlo Park City Council at its meeting of S ember 17, 1974, gave 
unanimous support to the City of Burlingame's resolution requesting 
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the State Legis 
oppose increas 
Railroad • 'I'he 
representatives to take necessary actions to 
commute fares on the S Pacif 
e our Counci 
a resolut of its 11 you a 
was to draft 
of that with 
the remainder of this 
We bel that the proposed rate would cause 
a precipitous decl in the patronage of SP and a substantial 
decrease in the of our own local bus system. 
That concludes remarks from the Council and I have 
a very brief statement for the subcommittee's work. 
On September the 5th,l974, of Belmont's 
resolution was considered by tee and 
there was unanimous dec ion to advise the l of Mayors to 
support the resolut 
the 27th this year. 
when it comes before that body on September 
Included in this mater I will leave 
with you, are letters that were 
utilities company or Publ Utilities· 
ed between the public 
s , rather, and our 
Council of Cit s, as well as various other ions with 
our concerns laid out and the resolution of our city, as well 
as the copy of the resolut from Belmont, that you may already 
have. Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Mr. ~tevens, I would 1 -- you should 
take back to the Council our appreciation for the time that they 
have taken to apprise us of their stand and the passing of the 
resolution which you have given us, and I have already 
received in the mail, your taking the time to come down to testify, 
and I thought that Ass Arnett would like to ask some 
questions if you just would stay long to answer them. 
I was 
lines and 
you are 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: Thank you. I didn 
about comment that you made the 
1 1 s lel one another 
t at and that's more o a 
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have any specific 
wou be the bus 
unders and what 
for Sid to 
respond to, than, well, can I do that, Mr. Chairman, words 
let me just up off of Bob's quest and throw it via the chair 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Mr. Cantwell, if I ask to come 
forth on a question that has come to as a result of the testimony 
that Mr. lman Stevens has presented and we are not following 
any pattern other than the fact that I would like to have you give 
the answer to question. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: Bob made the point that he was 
concerned about parallel routes for a transit system busses and an 
upgraded SP, or whatever come and the conflict that that 
might present? What kind of comment do you have on that? 
MR. CANTWELL: Well, the chair unfortunately I 
believe that there 11 be a conf1 that I ment 
this morning but wh d not on what I s were interim 
routes. The routes we have now, of course, are routes that have 
been suggested the consultants and if the Transit District has 
passed, they will eventual have to be sed on the people 
of that Trans District, but some of the routes that we show in 
our study, which we are recommending for ementat would 
be express routes start down in the Menlo Park area where the 
local collector busses would have that out from the residential 
areas out to 280, for instance, and the express bus then would 
pick up the passengers on 280, which would be parallel to the 
Southern Pacific s and take the passengers to the Daly City 
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BART station. Now, anyone, for instance, 
a cho that were t too close to 
Menlo Park who had 
and Townsend or Fourth 
and Towns further up 
had the l it of one way or the 
either West 280 or East to the Southern Pacif stat 
would take route to the West to on the BART 
could get off w additional transfer the 
Francisco and the to get to his ace of emp 
recognize this and it is one of the that I 
ir home, 
, conceivably 
where he 
of San 
and if you 
ly felt 
should be avoided, but we can't avoid it ent 
what I am saying that the local bus serv 
In other words, 
as I saw it, should 
provide the East-West transportation from the homes to 
hlsiness areas and to the commute serv but 
Pacific and/or later on if the voters des 
and we shouldn' have 
downtown 
and Southern 
be the 
routes. main North-South carr 
Your bus 
before any the rest of 
would irst on the hor 
So, ent or we don't 
know when an upgraded SP or any alternat thereto might actually 
appear on the 
that kind of bus 
in the interim. 
and if we can't guarantee and all of 
s, so I suppose we have got to do the best thing 
MR. CANTWELL: Yes, the bus 1 s that are shown on our 
too heavily with Paci It would be town or two towns 
apart up and down El Camino and there would be s from town to 
town to the airport on the Bayshore, but the ss service that 
could be competing the Southern Pacific would be Junipero 
Serra Express Route to the Daly City BART station. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: Then future transi (inaudible) 
is going to Do want to comment on the 
comment, 
COUNCILMAN STEVENS: No, I just a comment 
from the local level on what we see is with the 
at least that the 
the present t 
l the consul ants are at 
In Menlo Park, for tance, we would have much 
reduced local bus system as 
over. That is the Transit Di 
ed and the County would take that 
would take that over and we 
would have express l that would run both on 101 and 280 which 
would compete with SP as far as and at least for a ion of that 
traffic. So, we would, I be compet 
the actual there and def e 
facility that we have tak 
last three months and are still operat and 
SP and reducing 
the local bus 
here in the 
to and we will 
try out a dial-a-bus ystem as well in our local area and we have 
had very good to that system at the present moment. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: The carr 
COUNCILMAN STEVENS: The carr 
Park Carriage Author , right. 
authority. 
ity. Menlo 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: He did a helluva of a PR job on 
that. That was beautiful. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Now, we have a 
witness and we will ask him in advance of 
leman, one more 
s testimony how much 
time he will need and that way we can allocate the times pointed 
and the Leo John Trombatore. Am I saying that correctly, sir? 
JOHN TROMBATORE: You got the John in there. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: 
MR. TROMBATORE: Mr. and Members, I am Leo 
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Trombatore. Am I saying that correctly, sir? 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Right. 
MR. TROMBATORE: Mr. and s, I am Leo J. 
Trombatore and Deputy Director for the Cali 
Transportation, San Francisco, while I am representing the 
California Department of Transportation, I have a very short 
presentation. 
of 
The Department of Transportation recognizes the need 
for public mass transportation service in the urban area, such as 
the San Francisco transportation corridor that you are addressing 
today. This is the corridor between San Jose and San Francisco. 
Actions which would encourage diversion of commuter trips from 
the transit facilities to the automobile mode on the San Francisco 
Peninsula would increase congestion on the highway facilities 
which are now operating near or at full capacity. There are no 
plans for adding additional freeways lanes lead into San 
Francisco or increasing the capacities of those now in existence. 
Diversion to automobiles will increase congestion and pollutants 
in the air. This is contrary to EPA's efforts to reduce pollution 
and the vehicle miles traveled. The Department endorses investigation 
such as this which would help to determine the actual cost of 
providing transit service and which may lead to equitable means 
of subsid ing the operating cost of mass transit, both public 
and private. Where it has been determined that provision of this 
service would be in the maximum public interest. The Department 
will suggest legislative action expanding provision of Senate 
Bill 1998 to cover counties over 300,000 population, such as 
San Mateo County. 
That concludes my formal statement. 
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CHAIRMAN PAPAN: I would like to ask a question, if I 
could, Mr. We , at least we (inaudible) that 
presentl up areas t ation, 
that the S ate will gradual prov a d ified kind of 
service as we terms of public transportation. Since we 
are in the f act y or ed to public 
transportat , could you tell me whether Department and 
before the Public CALTRANS as a state ll 
Utilities Commiss 
that Southern Paci 
testimony would be 
the very general 
to testify about this 111% rate increase 
is seeking, and if are, what kind of 
from CALTRANS as to the impact, 
from this kind of increase? 
MR. TROMBATORE: Mr. Chairman, answering the first 
question, are they go to appear before the PUC, I do not 
know if that has addressed 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Could you f out? 
MR. TROMBATORE: Yes, we could. I will be glad to 
furnish that to you. I would imagine in newly formed, 
forming department as it is, that , you know, that these 
type of questions ll have to be submitted and we will furnish 
that informat to you. 
CFJ\IR.tv1AN PAPAN: Fine. We will turn furnish you, sir, 
a copy of the proceed s so that they ll be made available to 
you and also if could get back to us in writ 
question of the last half. 
MR. TROMBATORE: Yes, sir. Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Thank you. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: Mr. Chairman. 
about the 
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CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Just a minute, sir. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: SB 1998, clue me. I have forgotten 
it by number. 
MR. TROMBATORE: It's a new bill. I haven't seen the 
complete writing on it myself, except that I have seen 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: Is this the one the counties over 
300,000 (inaudible) funds? 
that. 
MR. TROMBATORE: Yes. It was originally over 500,000. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: For operational expenses? 
MR. TROMBATORE: Yes. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: Yes. Operational subsidy. 
MR. TROMBATORE: I think it can be (?) will be used for 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Is this the one that Mills was -- no 
(inaudible). It originated on our side? 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: That's right. Berryhill, remember it? 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: It is Berryhill. 
(VOICE) That's right. 
(VOICE) I don't think, well, the copies you received 
at yesterday's hearing and you said "over-treated" (inaudible) 
population. 
(VOICE) Yes, sir. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Do we have someone here who might supply 
knowledge. 
MR. BILL FOLEY: Yes, Mr. Chairman, Bill Foley from the 
PUC, I can state SB 1998 was a bill that would permit state monies 
to be paid to private owned bus companies to provide service in 
areas where, based on the fare box operation, a private company 
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couldn't do it. PUC did support the bill and it is, I believe, 
in the Governor's Office. 
he was not 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Well, it could --
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: (Inaudible) 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Yes, because if it 1s Berryhill's bill, 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: Well, (inaudible) 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: At the time the bill was introduced and 
it hadn't been introduced in the last (inaudible) 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: It is a Senate Bill. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Oh, you said Senate Bill. (Several 
talking at once). 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: ... counties with a population 
up to 300,000. 
MR. FOLEY: Yes, as introduced, it was going to apply 
across-the-board to all counties and it was amended •.. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: ..• which takes of Clair's county. 
He is doing a good job as a representative. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: So, what you are saying is make that 
more than 300,000? 
MR. FOLEY: That's right. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Yes. (Inaudible) 
(VOICE): (Inaudible) I would have to check the language. 
My recollection is just busses, but privately owned bus transporta-
tion, but I am not sure about that. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: All right. Is there any more testimony? 
Are there any more questions? If there are not, then the meeting 
we will -- yes, sir? 
MR. JOHN F. ESOILLY: Just two minutes. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Sure 
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MR. ESOILLY: F.Esoil , S Mateo. The more we 
do in the f ld public transportation, the more we are drawing 
patronage away from the Southern Pacific. SP knows that, so, the 
patronage will go down. , at the BART stat Fremont 
they are having to lease property the s of a football f ld, 
I suppose, to get the place the cars to park. Southern 
Pacific claims a loss short haul from the North County here has 
already occurred, and I submit that with fare increase that 
people will find a way to go to the Fremont station with their car 
or by the 25¢ bus in Santa Clara County and so, it is a gradual 
and steady erosion of the patronage. And when we keep talking about 
the commutes , that's the reason why we don't, we are not able 
to hold it up. I am not a commuter, but I am a passenger and as 
Eric Mohr said limited to just a few peope, 9,600 a day, 
and I would like to be a rider going in the reverse direction, let's 
say, if I have a t , a 20-ride t , that entitles me to go 
from Hillsdale to San Francisco, I would expect that that value ticket 
would allow me to go in reverse to San Jose, but that's one little 
thing that they could do to upgrade service, but they don't. That 
advertising isn't doing anything for the publ Now, I would like 
to see this -- the members of this committee take a poll as to 
whether we prefer a BART type operation or a SP upgrade that of, 
of your constituents. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Might I state this to you, sir? 
MR. ESOILLY: Yes. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: In November we are golng to establish 
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a Transit District and part of that bill before a BART could be 
developed or built our county, part of the 11 requ that 
it goes to a vote of the That is t and l of that 
bill. So, if down the l we entertain that, we still 
have to go back to you, specifically San Mateo County, to approve 
a BART system. If the ens vote it down, then there will .•. 
MR. ESOILLY: Yes, sure, but in the transit bill, it 
states that none of the money has to be put on the property tax. 
So, that gives it an appeal to the voter, too. 
two minutes are up. 
So, I think my 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: No, I still want you to stay. It is 
not entirely true. There is provision in there for increasing 
the sales tax, but I don't think we are precluded in the bill, in 
the Transit Bill for San Mateo County, for imposing some property 
tax. 
(VOICE): By a vote. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Yes, by a vote. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: Each step we take has to be 
approved by the voters. And I have to (inaudible) you were trying 
to pit BART against the upgrading of the SP a moment ago in your 
testimony. In your own analysis of where we are at this point in 
time, what would be your preference? 
MR. ESOILLY: Oh, 100% for BART. I ride it every chance 
I get. It is just fund to ride, you know, and it fast and safe. 
It's the trend toward the future, lightweigh trains built in 
aircraft shops. This heavyweight equipment here is expensive to 
run, fuelwise and everything else and the trend all over the United 
States is going to be toward lightweight fast trains. 
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CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Okay. Yes? 
MR. CANTWELL: Just one qu Mr. I 
wanted to y he ment 
levels of serv different 
were dif 
s to make on the 1 
would increase a 25% patronage on the Southern Pac 50%, a 
here today, 100%. When are at that, you hear two 
you hear 10,000 customers and 20,000 rides. It is the same thing. 
We are talk about the same customer go and from work. 
So, I think of as 20,000 trips on the Southern Pacific a day. 
If the Southern Paci upgrading study talk about increasing 
that patronage the I said the 
study, $500 llion, you may be talk about 40 or 50,000 rides a 
day. In the San Franc 
I should say, San Mateo 
all the way down to Menlo Park, 
made patronage est es that 
124,000, d , 24,000 of 
passengers bound for the 
access 
Trans was 
almost to 
ar 
ect, the figures are, 
the study that took 
Alto. They 
of 100,000, actual 
were directly assigned to 
related , so, you 
are talking -- and this on used a sort of an ible) around the 
attracted to end of the track Palo Alto where people would 
come to Menlo Park and 
assume any good bus serv 
from the Palo Alto area. It didn't 
operating area, 1 
those areas, by a 
that would br from the present 
Santa Clara, Saratoga, Los Gatos, and some of 
bus service into that terminal station and 
you are talking about 124,000 trips per day versus maybe 50,000 
trips a day on the Southern fie, if I read report correctly. 
The relative value of the (inaudible). 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Thank you, Mr. Cantwell. Gentlemen, 
I do thank and we wil cons ourselves ( ) . 
